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Annex 1 
 

The First Narrow-gauge Steam Locomotives in Hungary 

 

Steam Locomotives of Diósgyőr—Perecesi Colliery Railway 

In 1869, a metre gauge colliery railway was built to connect the furnaces of the State Iron 

Factory of Diósgyőr to the coal mines of Pereces which provided good quality coal for the 

refining of the iron. Because of the small difference of level on the nearly 10 km long line – 

differently from the classic colliery railways where the horses hauled only the empty wagons 

up to the mines traction horses were necessary for hauling the loaded wagons towards the fac-

tory. The continuous production of the furnaces, rolling mills and the new pig iron furnace, put 

into service in 1869, required more coal than the horses could transport. The management of 

the Diósgyőr State Iron Factory decided to put into service steam locomotives after the opening 

the colliery line, to avoid the difficulties with coal transportation.   

 

 

Fig. 1.1 Steam locomotive of the Diósgyőr—Perecesi Colliery Railway built by Wöhlert Lo-

comotive Fabric in Berlin, in 1870 with 293,5002 MÁV running number in the 1960s.1  

(Photo: László Mohay) 

 

The first locomotives of the Pereces Colliery Railway arrived at Miskolc Gömöri station in 

December of 1870. The locomotives were transported by road wagons via the city of Miskolc 

to Diósgyőr because the iron factory did not have a direct connection to the national railway 

network at that time. The local newspaper the Borsod Miskolci Értesítő reported the events. 2 

 

Steam Locomotives of the Salgóbánya Colliery Railway of the Salgótarján Iron Finery Com-

pany 

The existing Budapest—Salgótarján Railway, the working coal mines and the nearby Gömör 

iron forges producing crude iron, inspired the shareholders of the iron refinery company which 

had been established in 1868 to choose Salgótarján as the place for their plant. The plant started 

the production in November of 1871, but the quality and the high price of the coal bought from 

the Salgótarjáni Kőszénbánya Rt. (Salgótarján Coal Mine Company) caused a lot of difficulties 

in the processing of the crude iron in the beginning. Therefore, the Salgótarján Iron Refinery 

Company bought the coal fields explored in the Salgó-Eresztvény-Medves-Vecseklő region in 

1867 but not exploited yet by the Salgótarján Coal Mine Company. The Salgótarján Iron Finery 

Company built a 5 km long, 790 mm gauge industrial railway up to the Salgó mine head opened 

at more than 200 m higher level than the plant. The big difference was overcome by the stet 

                                                           
1 Mohay László: Magyarországi Wöhlert gyártmányú mozdonyok az ipari nyilvántartás alapján, Kézirat – 

(Register of the Hungarian Industrial Locomotives Built by Wöhlert – in Hungarian, Manuscript) 

2 Borsod Miskolci Értesítő, IV. évfolyam, 47. szám, 1870. november 24. Országos Széchenyi Könyvtár, Budapest 
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three cable railroad sections. Horses pulled the empty and loaded wagons on the different levels 

between cable sections. The company also bought three steam engines of 0-6-0 wheel arrange-

ment built by Maschienenbau Gesellschaft of Karlsruhe in 1870-71 to operate on the inner net-

work of the plant.3 4 

 

 

ÁVT „Szekul” 

Coal transportation with horse traction began on the 12.3 km long, 948 mm gauge colliery line 

from Szekul Coal mine in the fourth quarter of 1870. The tramway was built by the Resica Iron 

Factory of ÁVT from its own budget. To avoid the expensive earthworks the tracks were laid 

down on the path of the road built earlier for the raw material transportation of the factory. 

Therefor the smallest curve radius was 28.4 m, and the steepest gradient was 48.4 ‰ on the 

line. The first, a little bit more than an 8 km long section of the railway, ran in the Berzava 

Valley along the river up to the Szekul Bridge, and led from there to the coal mine in the narrow 

valley of the Szekul creek. The railway carried to Resica charcoal for crude iron production 

from the coal burning plant laying on the place near the dam at Ferencfalva village, called 

Ländplätze; stone for the construction of the furnaces from the quarry nearby, and coking coal 

from the Szekul mine.5 In 1870 the length of the Factory’s inner railway network was more 

than 15 km.6. The Resica—Szekul tramway was soon rebuilt for steam traction and the trans-

portation of charcoal, coal and stone for the furnaces and iron works started again in June 1871, 

after the steam tank locomotive named “Szekul” had arrived. It was built with the 0-4-0 wheel 

arrangement in the Machine Factory of the Bécs—Győr (Wien—Raab) Railway and designed 

                                                           
3 Mohay László: Magyarországi Maschinenbau Gesellschaft (Karlsruhe) gyártmányú mozdonyok az ipari nyil-

vántartás alapján. Kézirat (Register of the Hungarian Industrial Locomotives Built by Maschinenbau Ges-

ellschaft (Karlsruhe) – in Hungarian, Manuscript) 

4 MOL RMST Iparvasút Z 1321-51-13 

5 Ulrich Antal: A Resica-Szekuli keskenyvágányú vasút leírása, (The Description of the Resica-Szekul Narrow 

Gauge Railway – in Hungarian) Magyar Mérnök- és Építészegylet Közlönye 9/11 (1875), p 466-474. 

6 Kladiva Ottmár: A hegyi bánság ipartörténete, (The History of the Mountain Bánság – in Hungarian) 

(http://www.banaterra.eu) 

Fig. 1.2 The steam locomotive of the Salgótarján Iron Finery Company built 

in 1870, exhibited in the Transport Museum of Budapest in the 1960s 
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by John Haswell .7.8 The locomotive ’s inner  firebox  had a corrugated  roof plate  of Haswell 

type. The steam pressure  of the boiler  was 10 bars. Its 1.2 m2 grate area was relatively  large 

compared to the 20.17 m2 heating surface. Taking into consideration its 40 HP (29 kW) output 

and the 12.2 t service  weight , the specific  performance  of the locomotive  was low, hardly 

exceeding the 3 LE/t (2,2 kW/t). Therefore, the cross section of the connecting rods was round. 

The running  gear  was  made  with  an  inside  frame .  The  water  tank  of  3.5 m3 capacity  was  under

 the  boiler  barrel  which  was  raised  above  the  frame .  The  drivers  cab  was  open .  The  spectacle

 plate  and  roof  were  installed  later. 

 

SZEKUL1.
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Fig. 1.3 The steam engine “Szekul” of the ÁVT Resica Iron Works. 1871 

 

In 1873 the construction of the more than 30 km long, 948 mm gauge industrial railway con-

necting Resica to the mines and ironworks of the ÁVT laying in Oravicabánya and Bogsán 

region was finished. This ensured a direct connection to the national standard gauge network at 

Oravicabánya. A further locomotive of 0-8-0 wheel arrangement was put into service in 1873 

besides the new steam engines built in Resica. This locomotive was also built in the Machine 

Factory of the Bécs—Győr Railway.  
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Fig. 1.4 The steam locomotive “Orient” of the ÁVT Resica Iron Works. 1873 

 

                                                           
7 The wheel arrangement is one of the most important technical characteristics of the railway rolling stock espe-

cially the tractive stock including the steam locomotives. The wheel arrangements used most frequently on the 

narrow-gauge steam locomotives are contained in the Table 1.3 of Annex 1. — UIC Leaflet 650 Standard desig-

nation of axle arrangement on locomotives and multiple-unit sets, 5th edition of 1.1.83, International Union of 

Railways. 

8 Ulrich Antal, A Resica-Szekuli keskenyvágányú vasút leírása (The Description of Resicza—Szekul Narrow 

Gauge Railway – in Hungarian), Magyar Mérnök- és Építészegylet Közlönye 9/11 (1875), p. 466-474. 
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Locomotives of the Narrow-gauge Garamberzence—Selmecbánya MÁV Local Railway 

On the 10th of August 1873 the first steam operated third class narrow-gauge railway for public 

service in Hungary was opened between Garamberzence and Selmecbánya. The 23 km long 

metre gauge railway was originally planned as mine railway. The line started from Garam-

berzence MÁV station and after crossing the River Garam ran further on its left bank up to the 

Jeszenica Valley. Passing by Kozelnik village on the side of the hill it led to Bélabánya station 

14.5 km away from there. It next climbed up the 7 km long section to the watershed of 562 m 

above sea level then ran down to Selmec station. The difference in level between Garam-

berzence and Bélabánya stations was 157 m, and between Bélabánya station and the watershed 

was 142 m. The smallest radius curve was 80 m, and the steepest gradient was 20 ‰ on the 

Garam Valley—watershed—Selmec section. Loading facilities, weigh-bridge, water station, 

turntable, and a loco shed for one locomotive were built at Garamberzence station. Bélabánya 

station, equipped with a large station building and warehouse, was also a water station, taking 

into consideration the long section to the watershed with its 20 ‰ slopes. Selmec station had 

three platforms and was equipped with a large station building, warehouse and coal loader. A 

loco shed for two locomotives, a turn table and a water station were built near the station. Three 

0-6-0 tender locomotives, built by the Sigl Locomotive Factory were put into service for work-

ing the traffic of the line. It was very important when choosing the locomotives, that the trans-

portable train loads were independent from their axle loads varied by the changing level of feed 

water and coal stock carried by the tenders unlike the tank locomotives. Furthermore, the cyl-

inders and running gear were more visible and more easily maintainable compared to the tank  

locomotives. The coaching stock consisted of twenty coal wagons, six ballast carrying wagons 

also able  to transport timber, four covered vans, two third class and two second/third class 

passenger carriages. The MÁV operated the local railway when opened for public service. The 

locomotives were run as Class VII. from 1873, Class XX. from 1892 and Class 387 from 1911 

in the MÁV stock on the Garamberzence—Selmec Local Railway line.9 10 
 

 

The Locomotives of the Ózd—Nádasdi Railway 

The Rimamurányvölgyi Vasmű Egyesület received authorisation in 1870 to construct the metre 

gauge steam railway running from the MÁV Bánréve station to Nádasd via Center, Ózd and 

Arló, including the sidings which led to the Center and Karu coal mines. The function of the 

railway was the transportation of raw materials for the iron refinery and mill works which were 

                                                           
9 A garamberzencze—selmeczi keskenyvágányú bánya vasút, (The Garamberzence—Selmec Narrow Gauge 

Mine Railway – in Hungarian), Magyar Vasúti és Közlekedési Közlöny, 1876, p 44-45. 

10 M. Kir. Államvasutak mozdony jellegrajzai, (The Sketches of the MÁV locomotives – in Hungarian) Posner 

és Fia, Budapest, 

Fig. 1.5 The third-class metre gauge steam locomotive of MÁV 

 Class XX. later Class 387  
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working in the Valley of Hódos creek, the transportation of products manufactured in the fac-

tories to MÁV Bánréve Station and the coal produced in the Company’s mines.11 The construc-

tion works proceeded slowly, the Bánréve—Őzd section was put into service in November 

1872. Loco shed, water station and turntable were built alongside the loading tracks at Bánréve 

station. The line left Bánréve station through the 83 m long wooden bridge crossing the River 

Sajó and ran to Ózd via Center station in the Valley of Hangony creek. At the border of the 

settlement it crossed the Hangony creek via a 24.75 m long oblique wooden bridge and ran into 

Ózd station where warehouse, water station, loco shed and turntable were built. A more than 

400 m long siding led from the station to the warehouse of the iron refinery and mill works. 

Two 0-6-0 tank locomotives, a passenger carriage with mail compartment and 73 freight wag-

ons were put into service to run the traffic. The locomotives, called „Ózd” and „Nádasd” were 

built by the Sigl Locomotive Fabric in Wiener Neustadt. Side buffers were installed on the 

rolling stock, taking into consideration of the third-class character of the Bánréve—Ózd section,  
 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.6 Locomotive „Nádasd” of the Ózd—Nádasdi Railway. 187212 

 

The Ózd—Nádasd line of the Bánréve—Nádasdi Industrial Railway was only constructed for 

industrial transportation, unlike the third class Bánréve—Ózd section. The line leaving Ózd 

station ran upwards in the Hangony creek valley to the South, and passing the biggest settlement 

of the region, led to the mill works of the Rimamurányvölgyi Vasmű Egyesület, located at the 

border of Nádasd (Borsodnádasd) village. Stations were built in Arló, at Gusztáv-akna, and in 

Nádasd. Water stations for serving the locomotives and ware house in Arló, warehouse and 

turntable were set up in Nádasd station. Sidings were built to the coal mine near Arló and to the 

iron depot in Nádasd. The steepest gradient on the line was 16.5 ‰, and the smallest radius 

curve was 250 m. The rails were rolled at the Company’s Nádasd Factory for the construction 

of the railway. Slag originating from the Ózd Factory, and gravel were used partly to provide 

the ballast. 52 water-bars and 35 level crossings were built on the line, besides the long bridges 

of the Bánréve—Ózd section. Ten of the level crossings were provided with barriers. Six hun-

dred trains transported more than 44 000 t goods on the line in a year, according to the registers 

of 1877.13 

 

 
                                                           
11 The Hungarian Parliament authorised the Ministry by the act of 1868. XLIX to support financially the construc-

tion of the lines joined to the planned Miskolc—Putnok Railway and led to the mine areas of the iron industry. — 

1868. évi XLIX. törvénycikk a vasutak és csatornák építésére felvett kölcsön hovafordításáról, Országgyűlési 

Könyvtár, Budapest 

12 Illusztráció: A Manhart-féle mozdonyok keskeny vágányú vasutakra” című cikkhez. Magyar Vasúti és Közleke-

dési Közlöny 1874 p 21-22. 

13 Vörös László szerkesztő: Magyar Vasúti Évkönyv I-VI, évfolyam, 1878-1883, Budapest 
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Table 1.1 Technical data of the locomotives of Diósgyőr—Pereces Colliery Railway, ÁVT  

„Szekul” and MÁV Class XX. later 387  
Class and running number: 

Diósgyőr 2, 3 
„Szekul”  

Resica 1 
MÁV Class XX. (387)  

Builder: 

Wöhlert, Berlin 

Machine Factory of 

Bécs—Győri Railway, 

Wien 

Sigl, Bécs 

Built in: 1870 1871 1872 

Type: tunnel locomotive 52 - 

Serial number: 281, 282 1134 1096, 1097, 1098 

Gauge: 1000 948 mm 1000 mm 

Wheel arrangement: 2-4-0 (1B) 0-2-0 (B) 0-6-0 (C) 

Wheel base:   2050 mm 1422 mm 2100 mm 

Diameter of coupled wheels:   650 mm 720 mm 800 mm 

Permitted speed:  15 km/h 10 km/h 25 km/h 

Smallest curve radius:  n.a.  28 m   n.a. 

Empty weight:   10 t  n.a. 13,7 t 

Service weight: 14,1 t 12,2 t 15 t 

Adhesion:  10 t 12,2 t 15 t 

Cylinders: simple engine simple engine simple engine 

Number of cylinders: 2 2 2 

Diameter of cylinders: 218 mm 237 mm 290 mm 

Stroke of pistons:   366 mm 316 mm 500 mm 

Indicated power:  125 LE (92 kW) 40 LE (29 kW) 146 LE (107,5 kW) 

Tractive effort: 1600 kg (15,7 kN) 1479 kg (14,5 kN) 2235 kg (20,34 kN) 

Valve gear: Gooch Allan Stephenson crossed 

Boiler:    

Steam pressure:  12 bar 10 bar 8,5 bar 

Number of smoke tubes: 34  50  76  

Outer diameter of smoke tubes: 63,3 mm 57 mm 52 mm 

Length of smoke tubes: 2760 mm 1898 mm 2956 mm 

Heating surface of smoke tubes: 20,71 m2 16,98 m2 36,7 m2 

Heating surface of fire box: 4,17 m2 3,19 m2 4,5 m2 

Heating surface: 24,88 m2 20,17 m2 41,2 m2 

Grate area: 0,75 m2 1,2  m2 0,7  m2 

Tender    

Number of axles: - - 2 

Wheel base: - - 1500 m 

Wheel diameter: - - 800 mm 

Water tank capacity: 1,342 m3 3,5 m3 3 m3 

Coal stock: 400 kg 336 kg 1,5 m3 

Locomotive     

Length over buffers: 8100 mm 4479 mm 6035 mm 

Maximum width: 1600 mm 1974 mm 2215 mm 

Maximum height: 2370 mm 3080 mm 3205 mm 
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Table 1.2 The first narrow-gauge locomotives put into service in Hungary 

Builder Built in 
Serial 

number 
Type 

Wheel ar-

rangement 
Gauge Customer Remarks 

Wöhlert Berlin 1870 281 
tunnel 

locomo-

tive 
1B 1000 

Magyar Királyi 

Állami Vasgyár 

Diósgyőr 

 

Wöhlert Berlin 1870 282 
tunnel 

locomo-

tive 
1B 1000 

Magyar Királyi 

Állami Vasgyár 

Diósgyőr 

 

Krauss 

München 
1870 80 IVg B 974 Gerenday Budapest  

Krauss 

München 
1870 114 IVh B 974 Gerenday Budapest  

Maschienenbau 

Gesellschaft 

Karlsruhe 

1870 585 - C 790 Salgótarján R.M.S.T.6 

Maschienenbau 

Gesellschaft 

Karlsruhe 

1870 586 - C 790 Salgótarján 

R.M.S.T.4 

(MÁV GV 

399,068 

converted to 

760 mm gauge) 

Sigl Bécsújhely 1870 1059 71 C 1000 
Bánréve—Nádasdi 

Iparvasút 
„Ózd” 

Sigl Bécsújhely 1870 1060 71 C 1000 
Bánréve—Nádasdi 

Iparvasút 
„Nádasd” 

Maschienenbau 

Gesellschaft 

Karlsruhe 

1871 606 - C 790 Salgótarján R.M.S.T.5 

Krauss 

München 
1871 181 XVIII C 790 Salgótarján 

Salgótarjáni 

Kőszénbánya Rt. 

Krauss 

München 
1871 182 XVIII C 790 Salgótarján 

Salgótarjáni 

Kőszénbánya Rt. 

Bécs—Győri 

Vasút Gép-

gyára, Bécs 

1871 1134 52 B 948 
ÁVT Resicai 

Vasgyára 

„Szekul” 

Resicza 1 

Krauss 

München 
1872 190 XVIIIa B 1000 

Albrecht főherceg 

Igló 
 

Krauss 

München 
1873 279 XVIIIc B 1000 

Albrecht főherceg 

Igló 
 

Borsig 

Berlin 
n.a. n.a. n.a. B 1000 

Albrecht főherceg 

Márkusfalva 

Márkusfalva—

Bindtvölgyi 

Vasút 

Borsig 

Berlin 
n.a. n.a. n.a. B 1000 

Albrecht főherceg 

Márkusfalva 

Márkusfalva—

Bindtvölgyi 

Vasút 

Sigl Bécs 1872 1096 - C 1000 
Magyar Királyi 

Államvasutak 

MÁV XX. 

Class. 6901 

387,001 

Sigl Bécs 1872 1097 - C 1000 
Magyar Királyi 

Államvasutak 

MÁV XX. 

Class. 6902 

387,002 

Sigl Bécs 1872 1098 - C 1000 
Magyar Királyi 

Államvasutak 

MÁV XX. 

Class. 6903 

387,003 

Bécs—Győri 

Vasút Gép-

gyára, Bécs 

1873 1267 54 D 948 
ÁVT Resicai 

Vasgyára 

„Orient” 

Resicza 9 
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Wheel Arrangement of the Steam Locomotives14 

The wheel arrangement is one of the most important technical characteristics of the railway 

rolling stock. The number of the axles determines the maximum mass, and indirectly the power 

of the steam engines, taking into consideration the maximum axle load applicable on the track. 

The number of the coupled wheels determines the tractive effort of the locomotive. There is a 

direct connection between the wheel arrangement and the riding quality of the locomotives and 

with the running resistance especially negotiating the curves. 

Table 1.3 Wheel arrangement of steam locomotives 

Wheel  

arrangement 

UIC  

coding 

English 

coding 

Wheel  

arrangement 

UIC  

coding 

English 

coding 
Remarks 

OO  B 0-4-0 oOOOOo  1’D1’ 2-8-2  

oOO  1B 2-4-0 OOOOO E 0-10-0  

OOo  B1 0-4-2 oOOOOO  E1’ 0-10-2  

oOOo  1’B1’ 2-4-2 oOOOOOo  1’E1’ 2-10-2  

OOoo  2’B 4-4-0 OOOO  B’B 0-4-4-0 Mallet 

OOO  C 0-6-0 OOOoOOO  (1C)C 2-6-6-0 Mallet 

oOOO  C1’ 0-6-2 oOOOoOOO  (1C)C1’ 2-6-6-2 Mallet 

oOOOo  1’C1’ 2-6-2 OOOO  (B)(B) 0-4-4-0 Meyer 

OOOO D 0-8-0 OOOooOOO  (1C)(C1) 2-6-6-2 
Kitson 

Meyer 

oOOOO  D1’ 0-8-2 OOOO  B+B 0-4+4-0 
Twin loco-

mozive 

o – Running wheels, marking by Arabic numbers, 

O – Coupled wheels, marking by capitals of the ABC,  

oo  - Wheels joint by a common frame, or bogie, 

oo - Wheels joint by a sub frame, bogie angular independent from the main frame. 

 

The system used by the German railways contains more information about the locomotives than 

the wheel arrangement. The number of the cylinders is marked by Arabic numbers, the letters 

„n”, „h” and „v” refer to the saturated, superheated and compound engines and the letter „t” 

indicates the tender locomotives. The German coding of the MÁV Class 601 Mallet-system 

compound locomotive is (1’C)C-4hv, the Class 424 locomotives is 2’D-2h, the narrow-gauge 

Class 485 is D1’-2h, and the Class 490 locomotives D-2nt. 

 

 

                                                           
14 UIC Leaflet 650 – Standard designation of axle arrangement on locomotives and multiple-unit sets, 5th edition 

of 1.1.83, International Union of Railways 
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First Narrow-gauge Steam Locomotives Built in Hungary 
 

ÁVT „Resicza, Bogsan and Hungária” 

Having put into operation the first 0-4-0 steam engine built by the Machine Factory of the 

Wien—Raab Railway, three new locomotives were put into service on the Resaca Ironworks’ 

948 mm gauge industrial network in the next year, in 1872. The locomotives „Resicza, Bogsan 

and Hungária”,  modeled  on  the  steam  engine  „Szekul”  were  built  by  the  workshops  of  the  Resica

 Ironworks.  The  locomotive  No.  4  „Hungária”  was  exhibited  –  „as  the  first  steam  engine  built

 

in

 Hungary  from  Hungarian  raw  materials”  –  at  the  Vienna  World  Exhibition  in  the  next  year

 

and

 at  the  Millennium  Exhibition  in  Budapest ,  in  1896.1  Since  the  Factory  had  no  direct  connection

 with  the  national  railway  network  in  1872 ,  the  locomotive  was  transported  from  Resica

 

to

 Oravicza  railway  station  on  a  road  wagon  hauled  by  24  oxen.   

 

 

 

Fig. 2.1 The locomotive „Resicza” built by the Resica Ironworks in 1872 with running  

number No. 2. 

 

The technical features of the locomotive „Hungária” introduced in Budapest, were a little dif-

ferent from its model the „Szekul”. The steam pressure of the boiler was 12 bar, and the diameter 

of the piston was 242 mm. The thickness of the boiler barrel’s plates was 13 mm. The inner 

diameter of the boiler barrel was 830 mm and was equipped with 72 smoke tubes of 52 mm. 

The heating surface of the boiler was 28.8 m2 compared to the 20.17 m2 of the Szekul”. The 

locomotive was equipped with a steam brake similar to the Le Chatellier device and the front 

wheels were also equipped with a flange lubrication system. The spectacle plate and the roof 

were installed later. Its chimney was different from the „Szekul”, „Resicza” and „Bogsán” and 

was only a simple tube instead being equipped with spark arrestors.  

                                                           
1 MMÉE Közl. 30 (1896) 8 Wittenberg J.  A lokomotívok az ezredéves kiállításon. (The Locomotives at the Mil-

lennium Exhibition – in Hungarian) p 314-325.  

Probably the parts of the first two locomotives built by the Resica Ironworks arrived from Vienna and were man-

ufactured by the Machine Factory of the Bécs—Győri Railway.  Having assembled the first two locomotives, the 

local staff had good skill to build the third locomotive in Resica. This is the practice even today when introducing 

the production of an existing type of railway rolling stock  
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Fig. 2.2. The steam engine „Hungária” No, 4 of the ÁVT Resica Ironworks built by the facto-

ries’ workshop in 1873, according to the sketch published in the Magyar Mérnök- és 

Építészegylet Közleménye in 1896. (Sándor Malatinszky) 

 

The new locomotives built in Resica were used first at the construction of the 948 mm gauge 

Resica—Bogsán—Moravica line ensuring the connection the factory’s industrial network to 

the national standard gauge lines. 

 

 

Fig 2.3  The Resica—Bogsán industrial Railway. (Sándor Malatinszky) 

 

Type 3 Locomotives of MÁV Machine Factory 

The first locomotives built by German manufacturers with the 0-6-0 wheel arrangement had 

already arrived in 1870 to the 790 mm gauge colliery railways of the Salgótarján coal mines. 

The experiences gained with them forced the junior designers of the MÁV Machine Factory to 

construct 0-8-0 locomotives to the Salgótarján Coal Mine Company for its network built in 

1871-72. The first two Type 3 locomotives were manufactured in Budapest in 1876. A system 

Becker fire box was installed on the locomotives instead of the Crampton firebox, which had 

performed badly because of the domestic saline feed water. The firebox was located between 

the main frames. The boiler pressure was 10 bar. The economic operation of the locomotives 

was taken into consideration when choosing the proportion of the grate area and the heating 

surface. The indicated power of the locomotives was increased 60 HP (44.2 kW) when fired 

with 5000 calorie coal. The wheel base of the locomotives was 2200 mm. The 633 mm diameter 

of the coupled wheels met the requirements of the low speed transportation demands of the 

industrial railways. The use of four coupled axles made it possible to better utilise the tractive 
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effort generated by the cylinders, to a greater extent than was possible by using the 0-6-0 loco-

motives. Despite the significant lower 3.75 t axle load their tractive effort exceeded by 5 kN 

the locomotive’s „Szekul” built in 1872.  

 

Magyar kir. 

Államvasutak 

Gépgyára

BUDAPEST

1876               Gysz. 6

4

Salgótarjáni 

Kőszénbányatársulat

 
 

Fig 2.4 Type 3 steam engine built by MÁV Machine Factory in 1876 for the Salgótarjáni 

Coalmine Company’s 790 mm gauge colliery railway network. (Sándor Malatinszky) 

 

The valve gear was Stephenson type. The locomotives were equipped with an air brake sucking 

fresh air into the cylinders by turning a switch installed in the steam exhaust pipe in case of 

closed regulator valves. Only two units of the type were built but the locomotives became the 

basis for the further development of the industrial locomotives built by the MÁV Machine Fac-

tory. The aesthetic look of the locomotives was very important from the beginning. The char-

acteristic features of it can be found even on the first steam engines designed in Hungary. The 

central line of the steam dome was the same as the first coupled wheel. 

 

Machine Factory of Kachelmann Károly and Son, Vihnye 

The Machine Factory of Kachelmann Károly and Son in Vihnye became the third locomotive 

manufacturer in Hungary in 1879 into the steam engine production. Mining, agricultural ma-

chinery, boiler and road locomobiles were the main products of the Factory which worked on 

the Hungarian Highlands. The Factory built three 750 mm gauge 0-4-0 stream engines until 

1883. The locomotives were put into service on the industrial railway of Zólyombrézói Magyar 

Királyi Állami Vasgyár (Royal Hungarian Iron Factory Zólyombrézó) with the names „Péch 

Antal” „Kerpely Antal” and „Vajkay Károy”. 

 

 

Fig. 2.5 Locomotive called „Péch Antal” built by the Kachelmann Károly and Son Machine 

Factory in Vihnye near Selmecbánya. 1879 
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The Type 29 Standard Gauge Second Class and Type 51, 760 mm Gauge 

Third Class Local Railway Locomotives of the MÁV Machine Factory 
 

Iron ore transportation started in 1900 on the 760 mm gauge, 16 km long line of the Erdélyi 

Bányavasút Rt. (Erdély Mine Railway Co. - EBV), which ran from the upper plant of the Royal 

Hungarian State Iron Factory Vajdahunyad via Gavosdia village to Retyisora station which was 

built near the Gyalár mine. A limited public transport service was soon introduced on the mine 

railway, taking into consideration the interests of the settlements lying near the line. The EBV 

ordered three locomotives from the MÁV Machine Factory to run the traffic. Their own design, 

0-8-0, coal fired, tank locomotives built for the order already had the features which make them 

suitable for running on the 760 mm gauge local railways, besides the industrial service. The 

48,61 m2 heating surface of their boiler was 50 % larger than of the locomotive Type 47 „Hé-

gen”, built in the previous year and, was smaller by 2 m2 compared to the MÁV Class XII. 

(377) standard gauge local railway steam engines. Their tractive effort exceeded by 700 kg that 

of the Type 29 MÁV Class 377 locomotives. Their wheel base was 4000 mm compared to the 

2280 mm of „Hégen” but the rigid wheel base was only 1400 mm because of the application of 

the Klien-Lindner curve negotiating axles, applied first the time in the history of the MÁV 

Machine Factory. The curve negotiating axles made possible the smooth running of the loco-

motives on tracks built with small radius curves. The locomotives were equipped with Stephen-

son valve gear of opened eccentric rods similarly to standard gauge engines, ensuring the better 

steam distribution in the cylinders. Only a further four locomotives of the Type were built be-

fore 1915 and were put into service on the Rózsahegy—Koritnica Railway. 

 

 

Fig. 3.1. The locomotive „Vajdahunyad” of the EBV, Type 51 of the MÁV Machine Factory. 

1900. (Photo: MÁV Machine Factory) 
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Fig. 3.2 Klien-Lindner axles: a) the rodding connecting the axles, b) the hollow shaft with the 

spring return mechanism making lateral movement possible, c) the simpler version making 

only the radial movement of the hollow shaft possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.3 The parts of the Klien-Lindner axle (Source: Henschel Factory Catalog, Lányi Ernő 

collection, Hungarian Railway Museum) 

a)

b) c)
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Fig. 3.4 Type 29 and 51 steam engines of the MÁV Machine Factory 
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Table. 3.1 Technical characteristics of the Type 29 and 51 steam engines of the MÁV Ma-

chine Factory. 
Class: MÁV XII. osztály  

(377 sorozat) 

Erdélyi Bányavasút 1-3 

Built in: 1889-1924 1900-1915   

Type: 29 51 

Gauge: 1435 mm 760 mm 

Wheel arrangement: C D 

Wheel base:   2800 mm 4000 mm 

Diameter of coupled wheels:   1110 mm 750 mm 

Permitted speed:  40 km/h 30 km/h 

Smallest curve radius:   90/45 m* 35 m 

Empty weight:    21,7 t 18,3 t 

Service weight: 29,3 t 24 t 

Adhesion:  29,3 t 24 t 

Cylinders:   

Number of cylinders: 2 2 

Diameter of cylinders: 350 mm 340 mm 

Stroke of pistons:   480 mm 350 mm 

Indicated power:  190 HP (140 kW) 149,7 HP (110 kW) 

Tractive effort: 3180 kg (31,2 kN) 3840 kg (37,7 kN) 

Valve gear: 
Stephenson valve gear with 

opened eccentric rods 

Stephenson valve gear with 

opened eccentric rods 

Boiler:   

Steam pressure:  10 bar 12 bar 

Number of smoke tubes: 109 101 

Outer diameter of smoke tubes: 46 mm 44 mm 

Length of smoke tubes: 3000 mm 3200 mm 

Heating surface of smoke tubes: 46,2 m2 44,23 m2 

Heating surface of fire box: 5,5 m2 4,38 m2 

Heating surface: 51,7 m2 48,61 m2 

Grate area: 1,2  m2 0,9 m2 

Water tank capacity: 4,3 m3 2,3 m3 

Coal stock: 1,5 m3 1,3 m3 

Length over buffers: 8105 mm 8105 mm 

 

* On open track/pacing on industrial sidings 

 

Calculated Performance of the Type 51 Locomotives of MÁV Machine Factory 

The tractive effort of steam locomotives is determined by the adhesion weight and friction con-

ditions at starting and by the dimensions of the cylinders and the steam generating capacity of 

the boiler in the higher speed range. The exerted power of the locomotives is the function of 

the heat introduced by burning the fuel on the grate and is determined by its type and calorific 

value. 

 

The [QR] quantity of the steam generated in the boiler of Type 51 locomotives originated from 

grate area keeping the original units of measurement:  

 

 gR euRQ   [kg/h] (3.1) 

where: 

R – Grate area [m2]  

u – Combustion rate (Specific grate-weight load) [kg/m2h] 

u –  for hard coal: 500 – 550 – (600) [kg/m2h] 

 for brown coal: 400 – 450 [kg/m2h] 

in case of manual firing 
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eg – Value of evaporation coefficient: 

 fuel eg 

  

 wood 3 

 peat 3 - 4 

 brown coal 3,5 – 5 

 hard coal 6 – 9 

 oil 10 – 12  

 

Calculated with MÁV Standard Coal of 4350 Cal/kg calorific value and 4.55 evaporation coef-

ficient with 435 Cal/m2h specific grate-weight load: 

 

33,178155,44359,0QR   kg/h 

  

The indicated power is the next, in this case taking into consideration the 11.9 [kg/HPh] spe-

cific steam consumption related to cylinders working at 12 bar saturated steam pressure: 

 

 ii c/QP   [HP] (3.2) 

Q – Boiler capacity [kg/h]  

ci – Specific steam consumption [kg/HPh] 

 7,1499,11/33,1781Pi   HP ( 110 kW) 

 

On the other hand the indicated power of the Type 29 MÁV Class 377 locomotives is: 

 

1905,12/1,23755,12/55,44352,1c/euRP igi   HP ( 140 kW) 

 

taking into consideration the larger, 1,2 m2 grate area, the lower 10 bar boiler pressure and us-

ing MÁV Standard Coal. 

 

Computing the g [kg/m2h] specific steam generation from the QF [kg/h] specific heat generation 

of the boiler of the Type 51 locomotives: 

 

 gFQF  [kg/h] (3.3) 

 

F – Grate area [m2]  

g – Specific steam generation [kg/m2h] 

g – For freight locomotives:  35 - 50 [kg/m2h] 

 For express locomotives: 45 - 60 [kg/m2h] 

 

65,36
61,48

33,1781
g   kg/m2h 

The results meet the requirements of a practical value of 35 - 50 kg/m2h as applied to the design 

of freight locomotives. This is a little bit better for the Type 29 mixed traffic locomotives: 

 

46,45
25,52

1,2375
g   kg/m2h 

The adhesion tractive effort of the Type 51 locomotives: 

 

 adhadh Q16,0Z  [kg], (3.4) 
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where Qadh – the adhesion mass of the locomotive [kg] 

 

38402400016,0Zadh   kg 

 

The mechanical tractive effort of the locomotives as calculated with the pressure reduction fac-

tor 0,6p applied by the MÁV on the base of the practice: 

 
D

sd
p6,0

2

n
Z

2

gép


  [kg] (3.5) 

n – Number of cylinders 

p – Boiler pressure [atm] 

d – Diameter of cylinders [cm] 

D – Diameter of coupled wheels [cm] 

s – Stroke of the piston [cm] 

 

3024
75

3530
146,0Z

2

gép 


  kg 

This significantly exceeded the 2860,5 kg mechanical starting tractive effort of the Type 29 

locomotives. 

 

The indicated tractive effort of the locomotives using the pik=0,35p value, when applied at the 

MÁV:1 

 
D

sd
p35,0

2

n
Z

2

i


  [kg] (3.6) 

 

1764
75

3530
1235,0Z

2

i 


  kg 

The locomotive could provide its power most efficiently on straight and level track at the speed 

of   

 216,20
1764

2707,134

Z

270P
v

i

i 





  km/h (3.7) 

 

taking into consideration the auxiliary power demand for the operation of the boiler and the 

cylinders of 15 HP (  11 kW). The 21 km/h speed met the requirements of the narrow-gauge 

local railways when running mixed trains. This speed was 28.5 km/h in case of the Type 29 

locomotives as calculated using 5000 Cal/kg caloric value coal and 450 kg/m2 combustion rate 

(grate load).2  
 

 

                                                           
1 Source: Fialovits Béla: A M.Á.V. gőzmozdonyainak történeti fejlődése IV. rész (The Historical Development 

of MÁV Steam Locomotives, part IV: - in Hungarian). TECHNIKA 1941/8 
2 Source: ibid. 
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The Type 70 Locomotives of the MÁV Machine Factory  

 

In 1902, the MÁV Machine Factory tendered for the delivery of locomotives for the 760 mm 

gauge Szombathely—Pornói Vasút (Szombathely—Pornói Railway). The design of the loco-

motives was based on the types 51 and 69, but the length of the designed locomotives was 

decreased by 1000 mm, and the axle load reduced to 5.5 tonnes. By increasing the grate area to 

1.04 m2, the boiler pressure to 14 bar, and decreasing the cylinder diameter from 340 mm down 

to 325 mm the good traction features of the types 51 and 69 could be kept. In 1904, wood fired 

version of the locomotives was designed. 

 

The main technical features of the type 70 locomotives, first built in 1905, were the same as the 

wood fired version of the eight-wheeled tank locomotives designed for the Szombathely—Por-

nói Railway in 1904. But in some small details the locomotives were improved. The Hall-type 

cranks - characteristic of the locomotives built with outside mainframes at that time - were 

replaced significantly decreasing the frictional resistance of the axle bearings. Balance-weights 

were installed on the outside cranks in order to obtain better balancing of the alternating masses 

of the machinery. The distance between the mainframe plates was increased to 1090 mm and 

the axle bearing guides were placed on the inside of the frames to increase the angle of rotation 

of the curve negotiating axles. The springs were installed above the main frames plates which 

also raised height of the water tanks. The steam piping was simplified, decreasing the resistance 

of the steam flow into the cylinders and into the chimney. 
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Fig. 4.1 The Type 701 Locomotive of the MÁV Machine Factory built in 1905. 

(Sándor Malatinszky) 

 

The main frame of the locomotive were made from 17 mm thick steel plate. The cylinders, with 

Stephenson valve gear, were outside the frames. The diameter of the wheels was 750 mm. The 

first and fourth wheel-sets were equipped with Klien-Lindner hollow axles. With a rigid wheel 

base of 1150 mm the locomotives could negotiate 30 m track radius curves. The riveted boiler 

was made from 12 mm thick steel plates and worked at 14 bar steam pressure. The fire box was 

made from copper plates and had a 1.04 m2 grate area. Inside the 916 mm diameter boiler the 

number of 40 mm diameter smoke tubes was 128 and their length was 2700 mm. The heating 

surface of the boiler was 48.14 m2. The locomotives, because of they were wood fired, were 

delivered with Klein type chimneys equipped with a turbine spark-catcher. There was a 3 m3 

area inside of the large drivers cab for the storage of wood. The windows on the rear spectacle 
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plate were square shaped to make it easier to load the wood. The maximum power of the loco-

motives was 120 HP (88.3 kW) with wood firing. The first three of the type 701 locomotives 

with production numbers of 1810-12 were put into service in Szászrégen on 31st of August 

1905. 

 

 

Fig. 4.2 The 760 mm gauge Görgényvölgyi Forest and Industrial railway. 

 

The drivers’ cab of the coal fired type 703 locomotives, delivered to the order of the Szatmár—

Bikszádi Local Railway in 1906, was modified. The driver’s cab was smaller and had oval 

windows  in the front spectacle  plate, and the same on the rear plate. The fuel bunker  which 

carried 800 kg coal was placed outside of cab in place of the wood storage area. The balance-

weights were moved from the outside cranks and were integrated with the wheels. Large holes 

were milled in the balance weights of the second and third coupled wheels and were moulded 

with  heavy  lead  to provide  the necessary  mass  for the balancing . Better  balancing  of the 

driving - gear  made  possible  the increasing  of the speed  to 30 km/h according  to the local 

railways ’ demands . The locomotives  were  equipped  with  carriage  warming  valve and the 

necessary piping and connections according to the demands of the local railways. The firebox 

door was square  shaped instead  of round to better meet the requirements  of coal firing. The 

Klein -type chimney , characteristic  of the narrow -gauge locomotives  of the MÁV Machine 

Factory, was kept.

 

The locomotives could also run in passenger service on the 760 mm gauge 

local  railways  beyond  the industrial  lines  and sidings  with  the modification  of the running 

gear. 
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Fig. 4.3 The 760 mm gauge local railway network of Szatmárnémeti. 

 

The maximum power of the locomotives was 150 HP (110 kW) in the case of when fired with 

MÁV Standard coal. The first two type 703 locomotives, classified XXIc., Nos 6967-6968 were 

put into service on the railway in the spring of 1906. In 1908 a further four type 704 locomotives 

were delivered to the Szatmár—Bikszádi Local Railway.  

 

The delivery of the first locomotives was soon followed by a large number of orders because 

of the good experiences gained in operating them. MÁV continued the procurement of the lo-

comotives as Classes XXIc., and 490 from 1911. In short time the type 70 locomotives became 

a basic steam engine type, on the 760 mm gauge 5.5 t axle load lines built in the Carpathian 

basin before 1920. Their good features, the ability to negotiate sharp curves, the large boiler 

capacity and the ability to accept overloading made them economically viable on both the local 

and industrial networks of the forest and mining railways, compared to the Austrian and Ger-

man locomotives which were built for similar duties and then running on the Hungarian narrow-

gauge lines. 

 

Before the end of the First World War 31 units had been put into service on the narrow-gauge 

Szatmár—Bikszádi, Torda—Topánfalva—Abrudbányai and Maros-Tordai Local Railways op-

erated by MÁV. A further eight units were delivered and put into service on the occupied ter-

ritories, at the request of the War Department. Nine units were delivered to the forest and in-

dustrial railway lines.  

 

The serial production of the locomotives made it possible to further develop the type. The first 

two units of type 708, delivered to the order of the Szatmár—Bikszádi Local Railway, were 

equipped with speedometers. The type 709 locomotives, built for the War Department, and put 

into service with the running numbers of 490,952-958 (IVa 4052-4058), had Petz-Rejtő type 

water cleaners, which were widely used on MÁV standard gauge steam engines at that time.  
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Fig. 4.4 Locomotive No. 490,957of MÁV War department, Type 708. 1915.  

(Photo: MÁV Machine Factory) 

 

The indirect load weight safety valves were replaced by direct operating safety valves of MÁV 

type. A further ten locomotives were put into service on the forest railways in Transylvania and 

by the Garamvölgyi Cukorgyár (Garam Valley Sugar Factory) in Oroszka 

 

After confirmation of the Trianon Peace Dictate on 4th of July 1920, only two of the 42 units of 

490 class locomotives remained under Hungarian control. 

 

Four units of the type were built between the end of WWI and 1939. Two locomotives were 

delivered to the logging company of Kelet Magyarországi Erdőkitermelő Rt. working on the 

separated territory of County Bihar in Transylvania. Two were put into service by the Gánt 

Alumínium és Ércbánya Ipari Rt. (Gánt Aluminium Mining and Industry Co.), where six small 

locomotives - two Type 70 and four Type 85 - carried 425 000 t Bauxite in 1937 to Bodajk 

railway station 12 km apart from the mine-fields.  

 

The MÁVAG Factory in Budapest received an order for the delivery of 30 new type 70 loco-

motives in 1940. The 35 year old locomotive type was modernised according to the new re-

quirements of the 1940s. The locomotives were given new cylinders and Heusinger-Walshaert 

valve gear. The copper plates of the riveted fire box were changed to steel plates. A new MÁV-

system rapid-type feed water cleaner was installed on the boiler, this was completed by a sludge 

collector installed underneath the boiler barrel to collect and to draw off the solid components 

which had separated out from the water. The regulator valve was moved into the dome which 

was installed on the rear plate of the boiler barrel. The main steam pipe was led through the 

tube plate via the smoke box to the cylinders. The exhaust pipes were outside. The cylinders 

and the exhaust pipes were insulated. The heating surface of the boiler remained the same, 

supplying saturated steam. The first two modernised type 7014 locomotives were put into ser-

vice on the forest railway of Tarac valley of the Bustyaháza State forest Estate, in 1940. The 

locomotives had electric front lights and electric water gauge lighting in the cab. 

 

The next 20 units of type 7015 locomotives with numbers 490,034-053 were put into service by 

the MÁV in 1942. The locomotives were equipped with an air brake and air compressor. A 

basket screen in the smoke box combined with a simple tube chimney - similar to the standard 

gauge MÁV steam engines - was installed on the coal fired locomotives instead of the Klein 

type turbine spark arrestor chimney. Because of the redesign of the boiler and the new valve 
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gear, the maximum speed of the locomotives could be increased up to 35 km/h. The locomo-

tives were put into service on the Marosvásárhely network, but they also ran on the Szatmár—

Bikszádi and Szatmár—Erdődi Local Railways and also on the industrial railway of the Gánt 

bauxite mines. By the end of 1942 the Type 70 had become the most successful Hungarian 

designed narrow-gauge steam engine type and built in the largest numbers exceeding the suc-

cessful, but lighter 75 and 85 types. 

 

A further type 7016 wood firing locomotive was built for the Ungvár State Forest Estate in 1942. 

One coal firing locomotive of the batch of the 7017 built with Klein type chimneys was put into 

service on the industrial railway of the Gánt Aluminium Mining and Industry Co. and two were 

bought by the ephemeral Slovak State. Two of the last four locomotives built in 1942 were put 

into service on the railways running on the territories of the Visóvölgyi and two of the Ma-

rosvásárhelyi State Forest Estate. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.5  The Type 7015 MÁV No. 490,035 modernised Locomotive of the MÁVAG before the 

delivery, built in 1942. (Photo: MÁVAG) 

 

When the focus of the war moved to the western front the war reparations started immediately. 

Soviet troops occupying Budapest confiscated the Type 7019 locomotives found in the MÁVAG 

workshops which were originally ordered by MÁV, and on the basis of the agreement signed 

by the Soviets and the provisional Hungarian Government, they were converted to 750 mm 

gauge and put into service in the Soviet Union, eight in 1945 and two in 1946. 

 

The production of the type 70 locomotives continued as the last locomotives were delivered to 

the Soviet Union. In 1947 and 1948 twenty units of 7020 type locomotives were built for the 

Yugoslavia as compensation. The 7021 batches of the last 30 locomotives were built in 1949-

50. Many modifications were introduced to meet the needs of quantity production. The rivets 

were replaced by welds on the cab and on the water tank. The capacity of coal bunkers on the 

coal fired locomotives was increased to 1.3 m3. Three locomotives were delivered to Bulgaria, 

nine to Rumania, eight to Yugoslavia and ten remained in Hungary. MÁV put into operation 

eight locomotives with the numbers 490,054-061 on its nationalised Sárospatak and Békéscsaba 

narrow-gauge local network. Because the locomotives were built originally for export, they did 

not have air brakes and air compressors. The last two of 70 type locomotives were put into 

service on the Balinka coal mine and Komlói GV (Komló Light Railway) lines in Hungary.  
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142 units of the type were built between 1905 and 1950 in 21 batches, 70 of them for the order 

of the MÁV. 

 

 

Table 4.2 Type 70 MÁV Class 490 Locomotives 

Running 

Number 
Type Built in  Customer Owner Remarks 

XXIc. oszt. 

6967-68 
703 1906 Magyar Királyi Államvasutak Szatmár—Bikszádi HÉV 490,001-002  

XXIc. oszt. 

6969-70 
704 1908 Magyar Királyi Államvasutak Szatmár—Bikszádi HÉV 490,003-004   

XXIc. oszt. 

6971-72 
706 1910 Magyar Királyi Államvasutak Szatmár—Bikszádi HÉV 490,005-006   

490,007-017 707 1911-12 Magyar Királyi Államvasutak 
Torda—Topánfalva—

Abrudbánya HÉV 
  

490,018-019 708 1913 Magyar Királyi Államvasutak Szatmár—Bikszádi HÉV   

490,020-031 708 1914 Magyar Királyi Államvasutak Marostordai HÉV   

490,034-053 7015 1942 Magyar Királyi Államvasutak MÁV   

490,054-061 7021 1950 MÁV Igazgatóság MÁV  

490,081  7021 1949 Bükkaljai Szénbányák  GV Igazgatóság  

490,951 708 1913 Magyar Királyi Államvasutak MÁV    

490,952-958 709 1916 Magyar Királyi Államvasutak MÁV    

 

 

Table 4.1 Technical Characteristics of Type 70 Locomotives Built by MÁV Machine Factory and 

Budapest MÁVAG Works.  
 for Coal Firing  for Wood firing 

Built in: 1906-1939 1942, 1950 1940  

Type: 703-4, 705-6,  

707-8-9, 7012-13 

7015, 7019, 

7021 

701-2, 7010-11 7014, 7016-17-18, 

7020 

Gauge: 760 mm 

Wheel arrangement : 0-8-0 

Wheel base:   3350 mm 

Diameter of coupled wheels:   750 mm 

Permitted speed:  30 km/h 35 km/h 20 km/h 

Empty weight:   17 t 

Service weight: 22 t 

Adhesion:  22 t 

Cylinders: Saturated steam, dual system 

Number of cylinders: 2 

Diameter of cylinders: 325 mm 

Stroke of pistons:   350 mm 

Indicated power:  150 LE (110,4 kW) 120 LE (88,3 kW) 

Tractive effort: [3450 kg (33,84 kN)] 

Valve gear: Stephenson Heusinger Stephenson Heusinger 

Boiler:  

Steam pressure:  14 bar 

Number of smoke tubes: 128 db 

Outer diameter of smoke tubes: 40 mm 

Length of smoke tubes: 2700 mm 

Heating surface of smoke tubes: 43,44 m2 

Heating surface of fire box: 4,7 m2 

Heating surface: 48,14 m2 

Grate area 1,04 m2 

Water tank capacity 2 m3 

Coal stock: 0,8 t (1,3 t - 7021) - 

Wood stock - 3 m3 
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Performance Calculation for Type 70 Locomotives of the MÁV Machine Factory 

The [QR] quantity of the steam generated in the boiler of Type 70 locomotives was calculated 

from the combustion rate using the formula 3.1 of Annexe 3 and keeping the original units of 

measurement using MÁV Standard Coal of 4350 Cal calorific value and a 4.55 evaporation 

coefficient and with 435 Cal/m2h specific grate-weight load:  

 

42,205855,443504,1QR   kg/h 

  

The Pi indicated power is the result of the next calculation,and taking into consideration the 

10.7 [kg/HPh] specific steam consumption related to cylinders working with 14 bar saturated 

steam using the formula 3.3 of Annexe 3: 

  

 38,1927,10/42,2058Pi   LE ( 142 kW) 

 

The specific steam generation of the boiler by the formula of 3.3 Annexe 3: 

 

76,42
14,48

1,2011
g   kg/m2h 

 

This is within the range of 35 - 50 kg/m2h which is a practical value applied at the design stage 

of freight locomotives.  

 

The adhesion tractive effort of the locomotives computed by the formula of 3.4 Annexe 3: 

 

35202200016,0Zadh   kg 

 

The machinery tractive effort of the locomotives as computed by the formula 3.4 of Annexe 3: 

 

4140
75

355,32
146,0Z

2

gép 


  kg 

 

This significantly exceeds the starting adhesive tractive effort. This means that he power of the 

boiler could not be fully utilised when starting. 

 

The indicated tractive effort of the locomotives using the pik=0,35p value and the formula 3.6 

of Annexe 3: 

 

29,2415
75

355,32
1435,0Z

2

i 


  kg 

 

The locomotive could exert its power at the speed computed from the combustion rate using 

the formula of 3.7 of Annexe 3 taking into consideration the auxiliary power needed for the 

operation of the boiler and the cylinders as 15 HP (  11 kW). 

 

 2083,19
29,2415

27038,177

Z

270P
v

i

i 





  km/h  

 

This 20 km/h matches the speed of the mixed trains running on the narrow-gauge local railways 

at the turn of the XIX-XX centuries.  
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The indicated power of the locomotive with wood firing was 110,8 HP (  82 kW) calculated 

with 300 [kg/m2h] specific combustion rate and evaporation coefficient of 3. The power of the 

boiler could meet the demands of the cylinders at 10-11 km/h. 

 

The maximum permitted speed of the Type 70 locomotives when put into service by MÁV was 

30 km/h. Their indicated power, firing with high quality coal, and calculated with combustion 

rate of 600 kg/m2 and evaporation coefficient of 5, reached 291 LE ( 214 kW), thanks to the 

F/R = 46,29 heating surface-grate area ratio, originally chosen for wood firing. The computed 

specific steam generation of 64.81 kg/m2h exceeded the highest practical value of 60, a figure 

regarded as desirable when designing express locomotives. The boiler when overloaded could 

produce enough steam to supply the cylinders when running at 30 km/h considering also the 

steam for its feeding with water. 

 

Similar results are obtained when using the calculations based on the effective power of the 

locomotives, the rotation of the wheels and the grate area. The rotation of the wheels is 

247.48 rpm/min at 35 km/h speed which corresponds to the standard gauge express locomotive 

service. The relevant effective power, computed from the 5.3 Pe/F ratio, is 255 HP (188 kW). 

Allowing for the energy absorbed by the valves, the driving and the running gear it corresponds 

to the 291 HP (  214  kW) indicated power of the engines when fired with high quality coal.  

 

The useful power of the locomotives, without overloading the boiler and the cylinders and most 

appropriate to the practical requirements and operating experience, can be computed by the 

formula of 3.1 of Annexe 3 taking into consideration the 380 kg/m2 combustion rate of the low 

powered locomotives and 4.55 evaporation coefficient.  

 

u – in case of low powered locomotives: 

 

 R [m2] u [kg/m2h] 

 

 1,0 380 

 0,6 300 

 0,4 250 

 0,2 200 

 

The indicated power is 161.8 HP ( 119 kW) in this case, which corresponds to the 150 HP 

(110 kW) results of the tests made by the locomotives less the power required for operating the 

boiler. The A 37.35 kg/m2h special steam generation corresponds to the 30-40 kg/m2h value 

applied to the narrow-gauge industrial railway locomotives. The steam generated in the boiler 

is adequate for the 161 HP ( 118 kW) power required for the engines at a speed of 18 km/h 

which ensures some reserve. The indicated power of type 70 locomotives with wood firing was 

120 HP (88 kW). 
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Annex 5 
 

Industrial Railway and Miscellaneous Locomotives of the MÁV Machine 

Factory and the MÁVAG Budapest Works. 

 

Industrial Railway Locomotives 

The MÁV Machine Factory only designed and built steam locomotives for the private railway 

networks of Hungarian industrial and mine companies between 1876 and 1894. The gauge of 

the mine railways, built in the period of the economic boom which followed the Compromise 

of 1867, varied between 520 mm, 633 mm, 650 mm, 700 mm, 750-760 mm, 790 mm, 948 mm 

and 1000 mm according to the characteristics of the mine areas. Different narrow-gauge rail-

ways were used for different transportation purposes in the same mines and the various mine 

companies on the same fields, and also in the iron and steel works, according to the demands 

of the different technological processes. Not only the gauge but also the loading gauges of the 

railways were different to meet the different cross sections of the underground tunnels and the 

dimensions of the workshop doors. The mine companies - except the Salgótarján Coal Mine 

Co. - and the iron factories, operated only a few steam engines on their networks depending on 

their transport requirements . The coal mines of Salgótarján played a crucial role in the fuel 

supply of the factories mushrooming in the fast developing city of Budapest . After opening the 

Budapest—Salgótarján railway line.  25  %  of  the  Hungarian  coal  production  was  exploited  by  the

 Salgótarján  coal  mines  at  the  turn  of  the  century .  The  coal  consumption  increased  fivefold  and

 the  length  of  the  railway  network  -  one  of  the  biggest  coal  users  in  Hungary  –  was  enlarged  from

 1600  km  to  14  000  km  between  1867  and  the  millennium  year  1896 ,  characterising  the 

development of the Hungarian industry. The length of the 790 mm gauge mine railway network, 

built for the transportation  of coal exploited in the Salgótarján region , exceeded 30 km at the 

beginning of the 1890s. Fifteen steam locomotives operated the trains on this railway, amongst 

them seven Type 34, 0-8-0 tank engines, built between 1891 and 1894 in Budapest by the MÁV 

Machine Factory.  A  second  track  was  built  on  the  busiest  section  between  Zagyvarakodó  and  

Inászó in 1893. The MÁV Machine Factory built nine narrow-gauge locomotive types before 

1894, among them four for the Salgótarján Coal Mine Co. and, three for the Észak Magyaror-

szági Kőszénbánya Rt. (North Hungarian Coal Mine Company - ÉMOK Rt.) which also worked 

in the Salgótarján region. Altogether 19 locomotives of the nine narrow-gauge types were built 

until 1894, and with exception of two, were put into service on the networks of the Salgótarján 

mine railways. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.1 The 790 mm gauge, 0-8-0, Type 34 steam locomotive of the MÁV Machine Factory 

built for the Salgótarján Coal Mine Company. 1891. 
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The economic boom of the period just before the 1000th anniversary of the Hungarian Conquest 

could be the reason that the Salgótarján Coal Mine Co. put into service seven Type 34 steam 

engines between 1891 and 1894, compared to the four units of the Types 3, 16 and 19 locomo-

tives built by the MÁV Machine Factory between 1876 and 1883. Besides being more numer-

ous the Type 34 locomotives were more modern, than the types built earlier to the order of the 

Salgótarján Coal Mine Co.. They were equipped with American type smoke boxes and the sys-

tem Prüssmann chimneys. The most important technical characteristics: the grate area, the heat-

ing surface of the boiler, the wheel base, and the diameter and the stroke of the pistons were 

nearly the same as the earlier types, but the machine tractive effort of the locomotives was 

greater because of their 11 bar boiler pressure. The inner firebox was built with a corrugated 

roof plate of the Haswell type, but was fastened with crown stays because of the relative high 

boiler pressure. (Fig 5.1) 

 

The construction of industrial railway locomotives, built for custom orders, was continued in 

the MÁV Machine Factory even after the turn of the century. The first unit of Type 56, an 0-4-

0, metre gauge tank locomotive was built for the Royal Hungarian Iron and Steel Factory 

Diósgyőr in 1901. A further unit of the Type was built in 1903. (Fig 5.2) 

 

In 1901 two Type 57 industrial locomotives were built to the order of the Vajdahunyad Iron 

Factory’s mine railway. They were typical representatives of the 0-4-0 types of the Machine 

Factory designed for the 633 mm gauge, and built from 1878. The ÉMOK Rt. put into service 

six Type 7, 12 and 20 locomotives on its mine railway network. The locomotives of these Types  

 

were characterised by the low driver’s cab shaped to the gauge of the narrow underground 

tunnels, short chimneys and the large sandbox necessary for the uninterrupted movement of the 

trains on the dirty, wet rails. (Fig. 5.3) 

 

 

Fig. 5.2 The metre gauge, 0-4-0, Type 56 industrial locomotive of the MÁV Machine Factory 

built, 1901. (Photo: MÁV Machine Factory)  
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Having introduced the production of standardised types of narrow-gauge locomotives in the 

MÁV Machine Factory, the need for steam engines built for custom orders reduced, but they 

kept their importance. For example the MÁV Machine Factory built its most powerful industrial 

locomotives in 1912 after that, the production of standardised types started. 

 

The Types 98 and 112, 0-8-0, tender locomotives were marked out by their power and dimen-

sions from the industrial narrow-gauge locomotives which were designed and built by the MÁV 

Machine Factory. They provide good examples of the fulfillment of the different requirements 

of the industrial  railways  even on the same network  because  both types were designed  and 

built for the Diósgyőr—Perecesi Mine Railway. As well as operating on the normal lines, the 

need to operate  on the small  radius  curve tracks  built inside  the factory  was also taken into 

consideration when designing the Type 112 locomotives. 

 

 

  

 

 

Fig. 5.4 The metre gauge Type 98, 0-8-0 industrial tender locomotive of the 

MÁV Machine Factory. 1912. (Photo: MÁV Machine Factory)  

Fig. 5.3 The 633 mm gauge, 0-4-0, Type 57 locomotive of the MÁV Machine Factory built 

for the mine railway of  Vajdahunyad Iron Factory. 1901. 
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The procurement of the locomotives characterises well the increase of the traffic demands on 

the Diósgyőr—Perecesi network, which could be fulfilled by putting into service Type 56 lo-

comotives of 0-4-0 wheel arrangement even, in 1901. 

 

The metre gauge, Austrian designed, 0-6-2, Type 48 steam engines were built as local railway 

locomotives by the MÁV Machine Factory but were taken over by the Diósgyőr—Perecesi 

Mine Railway after the electrification of the Arad Hegyaljai Motors Vasút (Arad Hegyaljai 

Motored Railway – AHMV). 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.6 Type 48, metre gauge, 0-6-2 steam engine of the MÁV Machine Factory on 

the Diósgyőr—Perecesi Mine Railway (Photo: László Mohay) 
 

Fig. 5.5 The metre gauge Type 112, 0-8-0 industrial tender locomotive of the MÁV 

Machine Factory. 1915. (Photo: MÁV Machine Factory)  
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Table. 5.1 Mine and industrial railway locomotives built by the MÁV Machine Factory and the  

MÁVAG Budapest works 

 

Type Gauge 

Wheel ar-

range-

ment 
Built in 

Number 

of units 

built 

Boiler 

Indicated 

power* 

[HP]   
Customer Remarks  

Steam 

pres-

sure 

[bar] 

Grate 

area 

[m2] 

Heat-

ing 

sur-

face 

[m2] 

3 790 D-n2t 1876, 1879 2 10 0,53 36,8 101 
Salgótarjáni 

Kőszénbánya Rt. 
- 

4 790 D-n2t 1877 1 10,5 0,62 40,5 121 
Petrozsény-Zsil-

völgyi Vasút 
- 

5 633 B-n2t 1878 2 10 0,46 16 88 Émok Rt. - 

8 1000 Cn-2t 1880 1 9 0,7 26 128 
Rimamurányi 
Vasgyár Rt. 

- 

12 633 B-n2t 1882 1 10 0,46 12,1 88 Émok Rt. - 

16 790 D-n2t 1883 1 8 0,53 24,9 93 
Salgótarjáni 

Kőszénbánya Rt. 
- 

19 790 D-n2t 1885 1 10 0,6 25,2 115 
Salgótarjáni 

Kőszénbánya Rt. 
- 

20 633 B-n2t 1885-93 3 10 0,47 12,1 90 Émok Rt. - 

34 790 D-n2t 1891-94 7 11 0,6 25,2 120 
Salgótarjáni 

Kőszénbánya Rt. 
- 

56 1000 B-n2t 1901-03 2 12 0,7 24,5 147 
Diósgyőri Magyar 

Királyi Vas-és 

Acélgyár  

MÁV 

294,5005-6 

57 633 B-n2t 1901 2 10 0,47 13,43 90 
Vajdahunyadi 

Vasgyár 
- 

61 760 D-n2 1903, 1911 2 14 0,52 22,13 121 Nadrági Ipavasút 
Klien-Lindner 

axles 

65 633 D-n2t 1904 2 14 0,586 22,13 137 
Vajdahunyadi 

Vasgyár 
Klien-Lindner 

axles 

72 760 D-n2t 1906 1 14 0,586 22,13 137 
Beocsini Ce-

mentgyár 

Klien-Lindner 

axles 

98 1000 D-n2t 1912 2 14 1,1 48,61 257 
 Magyar Királyi 
Vas-és Acélgyár 

Diósgyőr 

Klien-Lindner 

axles 

112 1000 D-n2t 1915, 1920 6 14 1,06 51,25 248 

 Magyar Királyi 

Vas-és Acélgyár 

Diósgyőr 

Klien-Lindner 

axles  
MÁV 

495,5001-6 

  Sum-total: 36       

Remark: 
* The indicated power of the locomotives as calculated from the specific grate load and boiler pressure and fired with 5000 Cal 

heat value and an evaporation coefficient 5 with Salgótarján shaft coal.  

 

Almost one third of the narrow-gauge types, built in Budapest until 1957, were industrial loco-

motives, but the steam engines built from each of the 16 types rarely exceeded two units.  
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Miscellaneous narrow-gauge Locomotives 

An interesting experiment was the design and production of the Type 66, 2-0-2 locomotives of 

the MÁV Machine Factory built with the system De Dion et Bouton steam motors after the turn 

of the XIX-XX centuries, and just before the invention of the internal combustion engines for 

railway tractive stock. They had a good starting capability, because they were equipped with 

boilers which generated high pressure steam for the high speed steam motors the same as the 

steam rail cars built by the Ganz Company. The light compound steam engines were connected 

to the wheel -sets  by reduction  gearing  this  minimized  the unfavorable  forces  on the track 

caused by unbalanced rotating masses. 

 

The steam motors were entirely enclosed, so that dust and sand could not wear and damage the 

sliding surfaces by occurring friction defects in the dry seasons like in case of steam engines 

running with conventional rodding gear. The high pressure steam generating boilers could be 

warmed up faster than the conventional steam locomotives used for the same purposes. Despite 

its good features the system as taken over from road vehicles would not come into general use 

on the railways. The steam motor vehicles of the AEGV were still in operation at the end of 

WWII. Their tasks were soon taken over by traction units equipped with internal combustion 

engines. 

 

 

The 0-8-0 local railway locomotives built for the Szlavóniai Drávavidéki Vasút (Slavonian 

Dráva Region Railway - SDV) had almost the same technical features as the standard type 

steam engines designed in the first decade of second half of the XX. century, but they belonged 

in the miscellaneous types because their tender constructed for wood firing and the draw gear 

which was similar to that used on the standard gauge railways. The MÁV Machine Factory 

built two units of Type 81 locomotives in 1908. 

 

Fig. 5.7 The 760 mm gauge Type 66 locomotive of the MÁV Machine Fac-

tory equipped with system De Dion et Bouton steam motors. 1904. 

(Photo: MÁV Machine Factory) 
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The 760 mm gauge locomotive designed by the MÁV Machine Factory could also be consid-

ered as a miscellaneous type with its 0-10-0 wheel arrangement, 3.6 t axle load and Klien-

Lindner axles, but it was never built and was never given a factory type number. Its power 

would have been 90 HP (66.24 kW) calculated by the boiler and cylinder dimensions.  

 

 

The Steam Locomotives of the Military Railways and Military Field Railways 

The locomotives of Military Field railways were built for the special requirements and often 

with special mechanisms. These were a low axle load, the ability to negotiate small radius track 

curves and to run on 100 ‰ slopes. The MÁV Machine Factory built the largest number of the 

Type 121 locomotives from its own designed types, which were constructed for the Military 

Field Railways serving the heavy guns and ammunition depots close to the front lines. 

 

Fig. 5.9 The 760 mm gauge, 0-10-0 locomotive design of the MÁV Ma-

chine Factory designed with Klien-Lindner axles for 3,6 t axle load. 

Fig. 5.8 Metre gauge, Type 81, 0-8-0, locomotive of the MÁV Machine Factory equipped 

with, Klien-Lindner axles, built for the SDV. 1908. (Photo: MÁV Machine Factory) 
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Public transportation was a new task for the narrow-gauge railways running under the direction 

of Military Railways, which operated on the widely occupied Russian and Serb territories dur-

ing WWI. The public transportation demands could not be fulfilled by the locomotives built for 

the special requirements of the Military Field Railways. The MÁV Headquarters made availa-

ble many of its locomotives for the Military Railways and ordered 149 standard and more than 

30 narrow-gauge locomotives from the MÁV Machine Factory. Eleven Type 70 locomotives 

ran on the lines operated by the Military Railways with the Nos. MÁV 490,951-961. Only eight 

of them were newly built. A further 15 Type 85 locomotives were ordered from the MÁV Ma-

chine Factory and put into service in 1915 on the 760 mm gauge lines of the Military Railways 

with MÁV Nos. 492,951-965. The operation of the locomotives also built for public transpor-

tation did not need any special equipment. Six Type 106 locomotive with MÁV Nos. 394,001-

006 and three Type 107 with Nos. 394,101-103 were also put into service in 1915. 

 

Fig. 5.10 The Type 121, 0-6-0, Military Field Railway locomotive of the 

MÁV Machine Factory converted to 760 mm gauge with No. 

MÁV 394,027 (Photo: László Mohay) 
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Annex 6
 

 
Narrow-gauge

 
Steam Locomotives built by the Weitzer János Machine Factory 

in Arad
  

  

  

Table 6 .1  The technical data of the major locomotive types built by the Weitzer János Ma-

chine Factory in Arad 

Class and running number: MÁV 

395,005 

(XXIa. oszt. 

6945) 

MÁV 

289,001-006 

(XXIb. oszt. 

6961-6966) 

MÁV 

385,001 

 

 BHOV 

IIIa5 

306-308, 312-

325, 336-345 

Built in: 1897 1898 1902 1899-1902 

Type: n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Gauge: 760 mm 760 mm 760 mm 760 mm 

Wheel arrangement: C  B C C 

Wheel base:   3300 mm  1300 mm 1400 mm 3000 mm 

Diameter of coupled wheels:   720 mm 820 mm 610 mm 900 mm 

Diameter of running wheels:   600 mm - - - 

Smallest curve radius:  30 km/h 30 km/h 25 km/h 50 km/h 

Empty weight:   15,71  t 8 t 7,98 t 22,5 t 

Service weight:  21,27 t 9,07 t 10,54 t 24 t 

Adhesion:  16,37  t 9,07 t 10,54 t 24 t 

Cylinders:     

Number of cylinders: 2 2 2 2 

Diameter of cylinders:  290mm 200 mm 200 mm  340/5202 mm 

Stroke of pistons:  320 mm 330 mm 330 mm 450 mm 

Indicated power:  176 HP  

(129,5 kW) 

100 HP  

(73,6 kW) 

100 HP  

(73,6 kW) 

400 HP  

(284,4 kW) 

Tractive effort: 2620 kg  

(25,7 kN) 

1255 kg  

(12,31 kN) 

1686 kg  

(16,54 kN) 

4880 kg  

(47,87 kN) 

Valve gear: Allan crossed Allan Allan crossed Allan 

Boiler:     

Steam pressure:  12 bar 13 bar 12 bar 13 bar 

Number of smoke tubes: 100  64  72  138  

Outer diameter of smoke tubes: 44 mm 40 mm 44 mm 44 mm 

Length of smoke tubes: 2700 mm 2200 mm 2000 mm 4100 mm 

Heating surface of smoke tubes: 37,32 m2 17,7 m2 19,9 m2 76 m2 

Heating surface of fire box: 3,5 m2 1,9 m2 3,25 m2  5,5 m2 

Heating surface: 40,82 m2 19,6 m2 23,15 m2 81,5 m2 

Grate area: 0,67 m2 0,43 m2 0,695 m2 1,35 m2 

      

Number of axles: - 2 2 2 

Wheel base: - 1500 910 mm 2200 mm 

Water tank capacity: 2,3 m3 2,35 m3 11+2,15 m3 7,5 m3 

:Coal stock: 1,8 m3 2 m3 1,2 t 3 t 

Remarks: 

 1 The tenders were built later and coupled to the locomotives, which had a water tank of 1 m3 under the boiler barrel 

inside of the main frame.  
2 Compound engine 
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WEITZER JÁNOS

GÉPGYÁR

ARAD

1901                   Gy.sz. 91

314

IIIa

  

Fig 6.3    Class IIIa5, 760 mm gauge, system Klose locomotive built for the 

BHOV in Arad. 1899. (Sándor Malatinszky) 

Fig. 6.2    760 mm gauge local railway locomotive of MÁV No. 385,001. 1902. 

((Sketch-plan of MÁV)) 

 

 

Fig. 6.1  Class 289, 760 mm gauge local railway locomotive of MÁV. 

1898. (Sketch-plan of MÁV) 
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Performance Calculation for the MÁV Class XXIb. (Series 289)  

The grate area R of the locomotive boilers was 0.43 m2, the heating surface F was 19.6 m2, and 

the steam pressure was 13 bar. The ratio of the heating surface and the grate area: 

 
58,4543,0/6,19R/F   

 

We may conclude that the locomotive was designed for firing with coal of high calorific value 

having regard to its relative high permitted speed. The indicated power of the steam engine 

computed from the combustion rate taking into consideration the 600 [kg/m2h] specific grate 

weight load, the fivefold evaporation coefficient, and the 11,3 [kg/HPh] specific steam con-

sumption of the cylinders using the 3.1 and 3.2 formulas of Annex 3: 

 

1290560043,0euRQ gR   kg/h 

16,1143,11/1290c/QP ii   HP (  84 kW) 

 

The specific steam generation of 1 m2 boiler heating surface calculated from the combustion 

rate by using the 3.3 formula of Annex 3: 

 

82,65
6,19

1290

F

Q
g F   kg/m2h 

 

The result exceeded the 60 kg/m2h value a little, which was taken into consideration in case of 

express locomotives. 

 

The adhesion extractive effort of the locomotive was:  

 

2,145107,916,0Q16,0Z adhadh   kg 

 

computed from the 9.07 t adhesion mass by the formula 3.4 formula of Annex 3. 

 

The machine tractive effort of the steam engine was:  

 

61,1255
82

3320
136,0

2

2

D

sd
p6,0

2

n
Z

22

gép 





  [kg]  

 

calculated with the formula 3.5 of Annex 3, and taking into consideration the 13 bar boiler 

pressure, 200 mm cylinder diameter, 330 mm piston stroke and 820 mm diameter of the cou-

pled wheels. 

 

The effective power of the locomotive was 99.96 HP (  74 kW) computed from the Peff/F rate, 

where F is the heating surface, and 194 rpm/min rotation of the coupled wheels at 30 km/h 

speed. The locomotive had a small power reserve when fired with good quality coal and its 

speed could have been increased to 35 km/h, without overloading the boiler, because of the 

820 mm wheel diameter. The power of the boiler and the engine were in conformity when fired 

with good quality coal. 
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Table 6 .2 Steam engines built by Weitzer János Machine Factory in Arad 1 
 

Serial 

number 
Gauge 

Wheel ar-

rangement 
Customer 

Running 

number 

Year of 

manufac-

ture 

Remarks  
No. 

Built 

1-6 1435 C-n2t MÁV 
XII. oszt. 

5301-5306 
1896 377,121-126 6 

7-12 1435 C-n2 ACsEV 27-32 1897  6 

13 760 C-n2t 
Borossebes—Me-

nyháza HÉV 

„Krista”  

3 psz. 
1897  1 

14-15 610 B-n2t 
Hernádvölgyi  

Vasipar 
 1897  2 

16-19 1435 C-n2t MÁV 

XII. oszt. 

5390 

5420-5421 

5558 

1898 

377,209 

377,238-239 

377,376 

4 

20-24 1435 C-n2t MÁV 
XII. oszt. 

5385-5389 
1897 377,204-208 5 

25 760 C1-n2t MÁV 
XXIa. oszt. 

6945 
1897 395,005 1 

26 700 B-n2t 
gróf Károlyi 

László 
 1898  1 

27-33 1435 C-n2t MÁV 
XII. oszt. 

5559-5565 
1898 377,377-383 7 

34-39 760 B-n2 
Torontáli HÉV- 

MÁV 

XXIb. oszt. 

6961-6966 
1897 289,001-006 6 

40 760 C-n2t AEGV 4 1898 MÁV 389,005 1 

41-46 1435 C-n2 ACsEV 33-38 1899  6 

47-48 800 B-n2t 
Poldihütte,  

Kladno. 
 1898  2 

49-52 1435 C-n2 
Torontáli HÉV- 

MÁV 

V. oszt. 

5047-5050 
1898/1899 374,047-050 4 

53-63 1435 C-n2 
CES  

Szerbia 
57-67 1899/1900  11 

64 970 Ct 
G. Ugron 

Zavidovic 
Zavidovic 1900  1 

65 970 C-n2t Normanci Normanci 1901  1 

66 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.  1 

67-70 1435 2B-n2 
CES  

Szerbia 
111-114 1900  4 

71 1435 C-n2t MÁV 
XII. oszt. 

5613 
1899  1 

72-78 1435 C-n2t MÁV 
XII. oszt. 

5614-5620 
1899/1900  7 

79-81 760 C1-n2t Kaláni bánya  1899  3 

82 760 C-n2t AEGV 5 1900 MÁV 389,006 5 

83-87 760 C-n2v B.H.O.V. 
IIIa5 306-308 

IIIa5 312-313 
1900  5 

88-90 760 C-n2t 
Zágráb—Samob-

ori HÉV 
1-3 1900  3 

91-112 760 C-n2v B.H.O.V. 
IIIa5 314-323 

IIIa5 324-345 
1900/1901  22 

                                                           
1 Dipl. Ing Bernhard Schmeiser Bahnrat: Az aradi Weitzer János Gépgyár és Vasöntöde gyári listája, (kézirat) 

(List of the Weitzer János Machine factory and Foundry – manuscript) 
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Serial 

number 
Gauge 

Wheel ar-

rangement 
Customer 

Running 

number 

Year of 

manufac-

ture 

Remarks  
No. 

Built 

113-115 1435 C-n2t MÁV 
XII. oszt. 

5661-5663 
1901/1902  3 

116 760 C-n2t 
Bantlin Vegyi 

Művek 
Bantlin 1901  1 

117 760 C-n2t AEGV 6 1901 MÁV 385,001 1 

118 760 C-n2t 
Ungvári bútor 

Ungvár 
 1901  1 

119 1435 C-n2t 
SE & TrB 

Ausztria 
10 1901  1 

120 700 C-n2t 
Oberforst-Dion 

Ungvár 

„Újkemence” 

 Malomrét 2 
1901  1 

121 700 B-n2t Diósgyőr  1901  1 

122 760 B-n2t  
„Palotailva” 

3 
1901  1 

123-124 760 B-n2t Gyulavidéki HÉV 1-2 1901 MÁV 288,001-002 2 

125-127 760 C-n2t 

Felsőmagyaror-

szági kohó  

Alváca 

 1901  3 

128 760 C-n2t 
Schulz & Polák 

Oszlány 
„Oszlány” 1901  1 

129 760 C-n2t AEGV  1901  1 

130 760 C-n2t 
G. Gregesen 

Zavidovic 
„Kamenica” 1901  1 

131-132 760 C-n2t 
Fakitermelő Rt. 

Borossebes 
 1903 GEV 6-7 2 

      
Sum total 132  
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Annex 7

 
 Steam Locomotives Built by the Workshop of Rimamurány Salgótarjáni 

Ironworks Co.  

 
RMST Ózd 
The length of the industrial railway network, operated by the Rimamurány Salgótarjáni Iron-

works  Company  Ózd , reached  87 km  after  WWII , meeting  the  demand  of the  growing 

industrial  production  of the  plants . The  network , based  on the  former  Bánréve —Ózd —

Nádasdi  Railway , connected  the Ózd Iron Factory  with the Borsodnádasd  Steel Works, and 

also with the collieries of the Company in the Ózd region. The transportation performance of 

the industrial  railway  was 11 710 000 ton-kilometre  in 1946, and grew more than twice that 

amount by the second half of the 1950s. The length of the network already exceeded 112 km 

at that time. The length of the standard  gauge lines was 59 km, a little more than the half of 

the network . The metre gauge comprised  34 km, and there were 7 km 635 mm gauge lines.1 
Besides  these ,  there  were  11 .5 km  of  mixed  gauge  tracks  with  three  rails .  These  were  operating

 inside  the  Ózd  Iron  Factory ,  which  were  also  used  by  both  standard  and  metre  gauge

 

rolling

 stock .  The  industrial  railway  also  operated  a  standard  gauge  rack  railway  line  in  Ózd .
 

The
 railway  workshop  of  the  Ózd  Iron  Factory  had  an  important  role  in  the  maintenance  and

 construction  of  the  vehicles  which  ran  on  the  network.  The  workshop,  which  was  opened  in

 

1891

,  built  and  converted  hundreds
 

of  wagons  to  the  Iron  Factory ’s  special  requirements  during

 

its

 100  year  existence .  Heavy  steam  locomotive  servicing  also  required  the  repair  of  old,

 

and

 

the

 construction  of  new  boilers.  
 

 

 

Fig. 7.1 The locomotive  ”Vashegy”  of  the  RMST’s  520
 
mm  gauge   Rákos—Szírki  Railway,  

built by the Workshop of the Ózd Nádasdi Railway in Ózd, with production number 

4, in 1901. (Sketch: Sándor Malatinszky)2 

 
 

Nineteen new boilers were built by the workshop between 1898 and 1957. Eight of them were 

installed on new locomotives manufactured in Ózd, and
 

five of which were narrow-gauge.3
 

 

                                                           
1 Vass Tibor: Az Ózdi iparvasút története (The History of the Ózd Industrial Railway – in Hungarian), 2001. 

Budapest, Közlekedési Múzeum, p 66. 
2 MOL RMST Okmánytár Z 366 1272 
3 Mohay László: Ózdi vasgyár és a Borsodnádasdi Lemezgyár mozdonyai (Locomotives of the Ózd Irron- and 

Borsodnádasd Steelworks – in Hungarian). Kézirat (Manuscript) 
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Fig. 7.2 The metre gauge locomotive Number 8 of the Rimamurány Salgótarjáni Ironworks Co., 

built by the Ózd Workshop of the Ózd Nádasdi Railway in 1901. (Sándor Malatinszky) 

 

 

The new locomotives built by the Ózd Workshop were replicas of the steam engines procured 

earlier from different manufacturers. The workshop also made minor improvements when 

building or repairing the locomotives. American type long smoke boxes were installed on the 

refurbished boilers, and the metre gauge tank locomotives were converted to tender locomo-

tives.  

 

The metre gauge locomotive No. 16 was built in Ózd, in 1924. Judged by the looks, it met the 

requirements of the age. It was very similar to the steam engine No. 15, which was converted 

at that time, also by the RMST Ózd Workshop, from the former MÁV Class XIId. No. 382,008 

locomotive. The boiler of No. 16 was equipped with a cone-shaped smoke box door similar to 

that used on express locomotives. The driver’s cab was entirely enclosed, and the windows of 

Fig. 7.3 The metre gauge locomotive No. 8 of the Ózdi Iron Factories (OKÜ) 

in Borsodnádasd, in the second half of the 1980s.  

(Photo: Sándor Malatinszky) 
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the spectacle plates were circular. The locomotive ran with a four-wheeled tender, but water 

tanks also were installed on the locomotive alongside the boiler. The data available show that 

the locomotive was a slightly more powerful than the metre gauge steam engines built earlier 

in Ózd.4 

 

 

 

RMST Salgótarján Workshop 

The small township of Salgó bánya, lying near the mine heads of the Salgó hill region, became 

an important settlement by the turn of the XIX-XX centuries. A primary school was opened in 

the mining village in 1874, and vocational training started in 1891. Having discovered the tour-

istic values of the region, more and more hikers visited Salgó bánya, traveling by the trains of 

the 790 mm gauge Salgótarján  rack railway that climbed the side of the Salgó hill. Although 

the  railway  was  not  licenced  for  passenger  traffic , coaches  were  coupled  to the  coal  and 

freight trains to carry the factory’s officers and the visitors. Since the coal consumption of the 

                                                           
4  Kazánhasználati engedélyek (Boiler Licences – in Hungarian). MÁV Zrt. ÜDSzSz Levéltár GG.10307-520 

Fig. 7.5 The 635 mm gauge locomotive No. 12 of the Rimamurány 

Salgótarjáni Ironworks Co., built by the RMST Ózd Workshop 

in 1927.  
 

Fig. 7.4 Metre gauge locomotive No. 16 of the Rimamurány Salgótarjáni Iron-

works Co., built by the RMST Ózd Workshop in 1924.  
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Salgótarján Works had grown up, a new 800 m long siding was built to utilise the coal dust of 

the tailings  dumps . The management  of the factory  decided  to put into  service  a new SLM 

Win tertur type rack locomotive  in Salgótarján .5 In 1908, the workshop  of the RMST built a 

new boiler for the Wintertur locomotive No. 2 of the Salgótarján Ironworks.6 
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Fig. 7.6 The 790 mm gauge Salgótarján rack railway 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
5 Vertich József: Volt egyszer egy fogaskerekű (Once There Was a Rack Raiway – in Hungarian), Múzeumba-

rátköri könyvek (MÁV Zrt. Dokumentációs Központ és Könyvtár) 
6 MOL RMST Salgóbánya Z 1321-9-44, 19718 

I. sz. rakodó

II. sz. rakodó

Szénpor- 

hányó

Kútház

Vasgyár

19+28,8

20+45,4

40+20,2

7+97,0

51+00,0
4+07,0

58+30,0

0+00,0

20+63,4

30+94,2

40+63,4

47+34,6

Fogaskerekű pályaszakasz
Adhéziós pályaszakasz

Jelmagyarázat

0+00,0 Pályaszelvény
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Fig. 7.8 Sketch of the locomotive of the 790 mm gauge Salgótarján rack 

railway, operated by the Rimamurány Salgótarjáni Ironworks 

Co., (Malatinszky Sándor)7 
 

 

  

                                                           
7 The sketch was made on the basis of the original document of the Plananrchiv SLM, SBB Historic Collection, 

Winterthur. 

Fig. 7.7 790 mm gauge rack railway locomotive of the Rimamurány 

Salgótarján Ironworks Co., built by the SLM Wintertur in 1883, 

and the RMST Salgótarján Workshop, in 1904. 
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Table 7.1 Narrow-gauge steam locomotives built by the Ózd and Salgótarján Workshops of the 

Rimamurány Salgótarjáni Ironworks Co8
 

Running number: 
Salgótarján  

12 

R.M.S.T. 

Rákos-szirki 

bányavasút 
„Vashegy” 

Ózd 12, 25 ÓNV 7, 8 ÓNV 16 
Salgótarján 

 10 

Manufacturer: 
R.M.S.T.  

Salgótarján 

R.M.S.T. 

Vasúti 
műhelye, Ózd  

R.M.S.T. 

Vasúti 
műhelye, Ózd 

R.M.S.T. 

Vasúti 
műhelye, Ózd 

R.M.S.T. 

Vasúti 
műhelye, Ózd 

R.M.S.T. 
Salgótarján 

Built in: 1899 1901 1927, 1937 1907, 1901 1924 1904 

Wheel arrangement: B B B C C B1’ 

Gauge [mm] 650 520 635 1000 1000 790 

Empty weight [t] n.a. n.a. 10,5 n.a. 16,5 n.a. 

Service weight [t] n.a. n.a. 11,6 n.a. 19,3 n.a. 

Power [HP] n.a. n.a. 100 150 160 n.a. 

Cylinders 

Saturated 

steam, dual 

system 

Saturated 

steam, dual 

system 

Saturated 

steam, dual 

system 

Saturated 

steam, dual 

system 

Saturated 

steam, dual 

system 

Saturated 

steam, dual 

system 

Number of cylinders 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Steam pressure [bar] n.a. n.a. n.a. 12 12 12 

Valve gear n.a. n.a. Stephenson Stephenson Stephenson Heusinger 

Smoke tubes’ number: n.a. n.a. n.a. 39 71 78 
  -\\-    outer diameter [mm] n.a. n.a. n.a. 44 46 44 

  -\\-    length[mm] n.a. 2150 n.a. 2350 2254 2310 

  -\\-    heating surface [mm] n.a. n.a. n.a. 29,196 23,67 3,719 

Fire box heating surface [m2] n.a. n.a. n.a. 4,902 4,6 24,921 

Heating surface [m2] n.a. n.a. n.a. 34,098 28,27 28,621 

Grate area [m2] n.a. n.a. n.a. 0,9 0,826 0,831 

Length [mm] n.a. 4800 5320 6300 6169 6370 

Width [mm] n.a. 1350 1740 n.a. 2230 2000 

Height [mm] n.a. 2500 2930 3020 3450 3250 

Remarks: n.a. not available 

  

 

Table 7.2 Steam locomotives built by the Workshop of the Ózd-Nádasdi Railway, the 

RMST Ózd and of the Ózd Ironworks  
Name and running 

number 

Built in Gauge 

[mm] 

Wheel  

arrangement 

Remarks 

„Vashegy” 1901 520 0-4-0  

„Arló” ŐNV 8 1901 1000 0-6-0  

„Járdánháza” ÓNV 7 1907 1000 0-6-0  

ONV 16 1924 1000 0-6-0  

ONV 12 1927 635 0-4-0  

ONV 23 1929 1435 0-6-0 Rack railway locomotive 

ONV 25 1937 635 0-4-0  

ONV 28 1942 1435 0-6-0  

OKÚ 54 1957 1435 0-6-0 Rack railway locomotive 

The metre gauge locomotive No. ONV 20 was converted to standard gauge in 1926. 

 

                                                           
8 Mohay László: Ózdi és salgótarjáni gyártású mozdonyok az ipari nyilvántartás alapján. (Locomotives built in 

Ózd and Salgótarján according to the Industrial Register – manuscript) Kézirat  
9 Calculated by the dimensions, taken from the sketch. 
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Annex 8
 

 Standardised Narrow-gauge
 

Steam Locomotive Types of the A MÁV Machine 
Factory

 

 

After the turn of the century the MÁV Machine Factory had already nearly 30 year experiences 

in manufacturing of narrow-gauge
 
steam locomotives. While the production of the standard 

gauge locomotives was characterised by larger and larger batches exceeding
 
even three or four 

hundred units of the same Classes, the average number of the narrow-gauge
 
locomotive units 

produced hardly exceeded two of the same types before 1905. Only the seven examples of Type 

34 locomotives, which were built for the Salgótarján Coal Mine Co. between 1891 and 1894, 

were the exceptions, which exceeded this average. After the turn of the century, the demand for 

new narrow-gauge
 
locomotives and the price of the custom products made the MÁV Machine 

Factory construct and offer standardised types for the orders, like the Austrian and German 

locomotive builders. The Table 8.1
 
contains the technical features of standardised narrow-

gauge
 
locomotive types built between 1905 and 1950.

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The manufacturing of the standardised types accelerated, and made easier the locomotive pro-

duction processes, resulted cheaper product prices. At most of the cases, only the rail gauge and 

the draw gear, which were applied on the networks of the customer railway companies, re-

quested special demands. The production of the spare parts was also more economical, and 

made cheaper the maintenance of the locomotives. The standardised types could be better mar-

ketable when the locomotives became unnecessary, having finished their duties. 

  

                                                           
1 A kereskedelemügyi miniszter 52777/1906 és az 31357/1907 számú rendeleteiben a 760 mm nyomtávolságú 

vonalakra meghatározott tengelyterheléseknek megfelelően. – Az alsóbbrendű vasutakról szóló törvény tervezete, 

(According to the axle loads defined by the order of the Commerce Minister No. 52777/1906 and 31357/1907 – 

in Hungarian) Budapest Atheneum, 1909, Első rész p. 46-47 

Table 8.1  The standardised type narrow-gauge steam locomotives of the 

MÁV Machine Factory classified by power and wheel arrangement. 

Axle load1 

Power [HP] 

30 40  50 60 80  90  150 

to a maximum of 3,7 t 99 79 

75 

106 

107 

94 - - - 

to a maximum of 4,5 t - - - 86 - 85 - 

to a maximum of 6 t - - - - 78 - 70 
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Table 8.2 The technical data of standardised narrow-gauge locomotive types of the A MÁV 

Machine Factory 1 

Power [HP] 30 40  50  50  50 60  60  80  90  

Factory type 99 79 75 1062 1073 94 86 78 85 

Built in 
1911-

1941 

1908-

1925 

1905-

1913 

1916-

1950 

1916-

1924 

1910-

1948 

1909-

1916 

1908-

1912 

1908-

1949 

Number of units built 16 10 82 40 25 29 18 20 90 

Wheel arrangement 
0-6-0 

C 

0-6-0 

C 

0-6-0 

C 

0-6-0 

C 

0-6-0 

C 

0-8-0 

D 

0-6-0 

C 

0-6-0 

C 

0-8-0 

D 

Axle load [t] 2,67 3,1  3,7 3,6  3,6 3,6  4,3 4,8  4,4 

Gauge [mm] 
600 

760 

600  

700  

760 

600  

700 

760 

950 

1000  

760  760 760  
600  

760  
760  760  

Cylinder diameter [mm] 175 200 210 220 220 250 250 280 280 

Stroke of pistons [mm] 260 280 300 290 290 300 300 310 300 

Diameter of coupled 

wheels [mm] 
600 580 600 580 580 650 640 700 650 

Rigid wheel base [mm] 1260 1300 1400 1300 1300 825 1500 1700 950 

Wheel base [mm] 1260 1300 1400 1300 1300 2445 1500 1700 2750 

Boiler pressure  

[bar] 
12 12 12 12 12 14 12 12 14 

Grate area  

[m2] 
0,338 0,44 0,51 0,5 0,43 0,6 0,6 0,75 0,75 

Heating surface 

[m2] 
13,45 16,27 19,8 23,7 18,8 25 24,5 30,7 30,7 

Empty weight 5,2 7,5 8,15 7,9 7,9 11,6 9,85 11,2 13,1 

Service weight 

[t] 
8 9,24 11 10,2 10,2 14,15 12,9 14,5 17,5 

Tractive effort  

[kg] 
1040 1390 1580 1740 1740 2420 2080 2320 3040 

Permitted speed [km/h] 20 25 25 25 25 20 30 30 30 

Smallest curve radius 

[m] 
20 21 24 21 21 20 28 36 25 

Highest slope [‰] 60 60 60 100 100 60 60 60 60 

Water tank capacity 

[m3] 
0,6 0,6 1,2 0,84 0,84 1,2 1,3 1,4 2 

Fuel 

Coal [m3] 0,35 0,4 - 0,8 0,8 0,7 0,75 0,8 1,5 

Wood [m3] 0,75 0,6 0,84 - 1,9 1,3 1,5 1,5 3 

Remarks: 
1 The Table 4.1 of Annex 4 contains the technical data of locomotives Type 70  
1 Wood fired 
2 Coal fired 
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Several 600, 760 and 1000 mm gauge steam locomotives were designed by the MÁV Machine 

Factory in Budapest between 1905 and 1914, but only ten were built for different customers as 

standardised types. , with and 30, 40, 50, 60, 90 HP output. The Types 75, 78, 79, 86, 99, 106, 

107 of 30-60 HP output built with, had 0-6-0 wheel arrangement. The Types 94 and 85 of 60 

and 90 HP power locomotives were built with 0-8-0 wheel arrangement and had Klien-Lindner 

axles. The MÁV Machine Factory and the MÁVAG Budapest works built 330 of these types, 

between 1906 and 1950. Considering the production numbers, the most successful of them, 

were the Types 75, 85 and 106 locomotives, which ran also in narrow-gauge local railway ser-

vice besides the industrial, forest and estate railways. The Type 70 steam engines, standardised 

originally by the MÁV for the 760 mm gauge local railway service and military services, be-

longed also to this category. The total number of the standardised type locomotives built in 

Budapest, including the units of Type 70 was 472. 2 Hardly one-third of the locomotives were 

the Type 70. 

 

 

Fig 8.1 The MÁV Machine Factory’s narrow-gauge steam locomotive Type 99, named 

“Erzsi”, built with 30 HP output, 0-6-0 wheel arrangement and 2,67 t axle load, in 

1911. (Photo MÁV Machine Factory) 
 

 

Fig 8.2 The narrow-gauge steam locomotive of the MÁV Machine Factory Type 79, built with 

40 HP output, 0-6-0 wheel arrangement and 2,67 t axle load, in 1908.  

(Photo MÁV Machine Factory) 

                                                           
2 The Annex 4 contains the technical data of locomotives Type 70  
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Fig 8.3 The narrow-gauge steam locomotive of the MÁV Machine Factory Type 751, named 

“József Fülöp”, built with 50 HP output, 0-6-0 wheel arrangement and 3,6 t axle load. 

in 1905. (Photo MÁV Machine Factory), 
 

 

Fig 8.4 The 760 mm gauge steam locomotive of the MÁV Machine Factory Type 783 with 

MÁV No. 399,101, built for 80 HP output, with 0-6-0 wheel arrangement and 4,8 t 

axle load. The first locomotive of the type was built in 1911. 

(Photo: MÁV Machine Factory 
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Fig. 8.5 Wood fired, 760 mm gauge steam engine, type 106 of the MÁV Machine Factory, 

built for 50 HP power, and with 0-6-0 wheel arrangement, in 1914 

(Photo: MÁV Machine Factory) 
 

 

 

Fig 8.6 Coal fired 760 mm gauge steam engine, type 107 of the MÁV Machine Factory, built 

for 50 HP power, and with 0-6-0 wheel arrangement, in 1914 

(Photo: MÁV Machine Factory) 
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Fig 8.7 The Type 863 Locomotive named “Klára” of the MÁV Machine Factory, built for 

60 HP output, with 0-6-0 wheel arrangement and 4,3 t axle load, in 1909. 

 (Photo: László Mohay) 

 
 

 

Fig 8.8 The locomotive Type 8510 of the MÁV Machine Factory with State Forest Railway No. 

437,404, built for 90 HP output, with 0-8-0 wheel arrangement and 4,4 t axle load. 

The first locomotive of the type was built in 1909. 

 (Photo: László Mohay) 
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Fig 8.9 The 760 mm gauge steam engine Type 94 of the MÁV Machine Factory, built with 0-

8-0 wheel arrangement for 60 HP output. The first locomotive of the Type was built 
in 1908. (Photo: Ganz-Archiv)  
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Annex 9
 

 
The Type 82 and 96 Narrow-gauge

 
Steam Locomotives of the MÁV 

Machine Factory
 

 

The Locomotives Type 82 of the MÁV Machine Factory
 

From 1897, the locomotives, which were designed for the Bosnia-Herzegovinian network by 

the Krauss Linz Factory, had the well proven main frame and running gear of the 760
 
mm gauge 

kkStB Class U steam engines. The plates of the framing were installed inside of the coupled 

wheels under the boiler barrel, and outside of the running wheel under the fireboxes, which 

supported the firebox
 
below, and made possible to increase the power of the locomotives and 

to abandon the so called supporting tenders of the system Klose steam engines built for the 

BHOV network earlier. The boiler had inclined fire box back and door plates, as well, according 

to the basic principles applied at locomotive design from the turn of the century. The firebox 

top descended towards the door plate by 35
 
‰

 
slope, which served the safety operation of the 

locomotives when running down, or up in reverse position on the steep gradient track sections.1
 

The boiler barrel had three sections with the smallest inside diameter of 1272
 
mm. 157 smoke 

tubes of 51
 
mm diameter, and of 4200

 
mm length were installed inside. The heating surface of 

the boiler was 112
 
m2. The steam boiler pressure was 15

 
bar, taking into consideration the op-

eration of the compound engines. The wide underframe under the fire box, made possible to 

install a relative large, 1.71
 
m2

 

grate area. The rate of the
 

heating surface and the grate area may 

conclude, that the boiler was designed for firing with high quality coal, according to the practice 

of the Austrian railways. Auxiliary oil firing devices were installed on the
 
locomotives, and 

were used when running through the long tunnels of the Dinar Mountains. The chimneys were 

equipped with Rihosek type spark arrestors, developed for the Austrian locomotives. The 

370
 
mm and 550

 
mm diameter cylinders were installed slantwise. Heusinger valve gear

 
with 

slide valves actuated the motion of the pistons.
 
The framing was made of 25

 
mm thick plates. 

The running axle was coupled to the main frame with a Krauss-Helmholz type bogie, therefore 

the cleaning of the ashpan was only possible through the doors installed at the holes cut on the 

side plates. The lateral movement of the first coupled axles was 30-30
 
mm, and 25-25

 
mm was 

of the fourth. The locomotives had relatively long, 5650
 
mm wheel base, but the Krauss Helm-

holz bogies, which
 
connected the axle of the trailer wheels also to the axle of the fourth coupled 

wheels, made possible 37.5
 
mm radial movement of the running axle, and reduced the re-

sistance of the locomotives when running at the track curves. The fuel tank of the auxiliary oil 

firing equipment was installed on the right side of the locomotives, just in front of the drivers’ 

cab. 
 

 

The Locomotives Type 96 of the MÁV Machine Factory
 

The BHOV Class
 
IVa5 locomotives were built as superheated simple engines, from 1909. Only 

the boilers and the cylinders were redesigned, but the Linz Locomotive Factory marked the 

locomotives with IVa5
 
1100ff as a new type. Fifteen large smoke tubes of 121

 
mm outer diam-

eter were installed to position the super heater elements, and the number of the small flue tubes 

was reduced to 86. The boiler pressure was decreased to 12
 
bar from 15, utilising the good 

features of superheated steam: the higher temperature and the higher value of the energy.2
 
The 

                                                           
1 The firebox top, descended towards the door plate with the same steepest gradient as of the tracks, made possible 

to cover the plates of firebox top with constant level of water-layer when running the locomotives down, or up in 

reverse position on the slop gradient track sections, avoiding the damages of the boilers.  

2 The higher temperature of steam, produced by the super heater, requested the use of higher value oils for the 

lubrication the cylinders, better quality of piston rings and sealing. These increased the maintenance costs and also 

the maintenance demands of the locomotives compared to the compound steam engines. But on the other hand the 

cost savings, generated by the more reliable operation of the boilers, which requested less reparations, and the 

better specific steam consumption of the simple engines, were much the largest. The simple engines offered further 

advantages. Starting of trains did not make problems for the locomotive staff. 
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arrangement of the smoke tubes reduced the steam generating surface to 88.21 m2.y The surface 

of the super heater was 23,85 m2. Both provided nearly the same surface for the energy transfer, 

like the steam generating surface of the compound locomotives’ boilers. The cylinder diameter 

of the simple engines was 430 mm, compared to the compound locomotives’ high pressure 

cylinders of 350 mm diameter. Therefore, the tractive effort of the simple engines was stronger 

with 6 kN. 

 

 
 

Fig 9.1 The superheated simple engine of the MÁV Machine Factory, Type 96. 

(Photo: MÁV Machine Factory) 
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Table 9.1 Technical data of the locomotives Types 82 and 96 built by the MÁV Machine Fac-

tory and the MÁVAG Budapest works. 

Class and running number: BHOV IVa5 1025-

1029 

JDZ 83-148-152 

 BHOV IVa5 1109-1111, 

1118, 1119, 1129-1135,  

1301-1344 

MÁV 485,5001-5002 

OKÜ 29, 30, 36, 43 

Built in: 1908 1911-14, 1929, 1948  

Type: 821 961-6 

Gauge: 760 mm 760 mm, 1000 mm 

Wheel arrangement: D1’ 

Wheel base:   5650 mm 

Diameter of coupled wheels:   910 mm 

Diameter of trailer wheels:   650 mm 

Permitted speed:  35 km/h 

Smallest track curve radius:  70 m 

Empty weight:   31,77 t 32,13 t 

Service weight: 36 t 

Adhesion:  32 t 

Cylinders:   

Number of cylinders: 2 2 

Diameter of cylinders:  330/550 mm  430 mm 

Stroke of pistons:    450 mm 450 mm 

Indicated power:  750 HP  

(552 kW) 

700 HP  

(515 kW) 

Tractive effort: 5120 kg (50,2 kN) 

Valve gear: Heusinger 

Boiler:   

Steam pressure:  15 bar 12 bar 

Number of smoke tubes: 157 db 86/15 db 

Outer diameter of smoke tubes: 51 mm 51/121 mm 

Length of smoke tubes: 4200 mm 

Heating surface of smoke tubes: 105,6 m2 81,81 m2 

Super heater surface: - 23,85 m2 

Heating surface of fire box: 6,4 m2 

Heating surface: 112 m2 81,5 m2 

Grate area 1,71 m2 

Tender:   

Factory type: S311 S312-5 S391-2 

Number of axles: 2 4 

Wheel base: 2200 mm 4350 mm 

Water tank capacity 7,5 m3 15 m3 

Coal stock: 3 t 5 t 

Service weight 16 t 34 t 

Length over buffers:  
13 418 mm 

13 463 mm 

13 530 mm3 
16 509 mm 

 

 

                                                           
3 Type 965 Locomotives running with Type S31 tenders.  
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Table 9.2 Data of the locomotives Types 82 and 96 built by the MÁV Machine Factory and 

the MÁVAG Budapest works in different batches between 1908 and 1951. 

Factory 

type 
Built in 

Number 

built 
Serial number 

Factory 

type of ten-

der 

Class and running number 

821 1908 5 2063-2067 311 BHOV IVa5 1025-1029 

961 1911 3 2674-2676 312 BHOV IVa5 1109-1111 

962 1912 2 3030-3031 312 BHOV IVa5 1118-1119 

963 1914 3 3577-3579 312 BHOV IVa5 1129-1131 

964 1916 4 3966-3969 312 BHOV IVa5 1132-1135 

965 1929 
37 

 7 

4963-4999 

5001-50074 
391 

SHS IVa5 1301-1337 

IVa5 1338-1344 

966 1948-49 10 5676-5681 392 JZ 83-163-168 

 1951  56825  OKÜ 30 

 1950  5683-845  
MÁV 485,5002-5003 

(OKÜ 36) 

 1951  56855  OKÜ 29 

 

 

 

Fig 9.2 MÁVAG locomotive Type 965 built with system Petz-Rejtő feed water cleaner and 

eight wheeled tender Type S39. (Sándor Malatinszky)6 

 

  

                                                           
4 The locomotive No. 424,027 got the serial number 5000 at that time. —  M. Kir. Államvasutak Gépgyára 

Mozdony és szerkocsi jellegezés, (Ganz-Archív) 
5 Converted to metre gauge 
6 The locomotives ran with Type S31 tenders, as well. 
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Table 9.3 MÁVAG locomotives Type 96, which were put into service on the metre gauge 

Pereces Colliery Railway and on the industrial network of Ózd Ironworks. 

Class and running  

number 
Type Built/delivered Serial number Remarks 

MÁV 485,5001 965 1929 5006 
JZ 83-039,  

MÁV 483,001 

MÁV 485,5002 966 13.09.1950. 5683  

OKÜ 29 966 1951.02.06 5682  

OKÜ 30 966 1951.02.22 5685  

OKÜ 36 966 1950.08.28 5684 MÁV 485,5003 

OKÜ 43 965 1929 4994 
JZ 83-032 

MÁV 483,101 
 

 

 

Fig 9.3 MÁVAG locomotive Type 966. (Malatinszky Sándor) 
 

 

Fig 9.4. MÁV locomotive No. 485,5002 on the Pereces Colliery Railway.  

(Photo: László Mohay) 
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Power calculation of Type 96 Locomotives of the MÁV Machine Factory 

 

The rate of the boiler heating surface [F] and the grate area [R]  

 
46,5171,1/88R/F   

 

may conclude the use of high value coals. So the indicated power of the locomotives, calculated 

by the formulas 3.1 and 3.2 of Annex 3 with 600 [kg/m2h] specific combustion rate in case of 

firing with high value coals, evaporation coefficient 5, and 7.15 [kg/HPh] specific steam con-

sumptions, is: 

 

5130560071,1euRQ gR   kg/h 

5,71715,7/5130c/QP ii   HP ( 528 kW) 

 

The specific steam generation related to 1 m2 heating surface of the boiler calculated with the 

formula 3.3 of Annex 3 is the next:  

3,58
88

5130

F

Q
g F   kg/m2h 

 

It is a little bit lower than 60 kg/m2h in case express locomotives. 

 

The adhesion tractive effort of the locomotives taking into consideration of 32 t adhesion weight 

and computed with formula 3.4 of Annex 3 is: 

 

51203216,0Q16,0Z adhadh   kg 

 

The tractive effort of the locomotives taking into consideration 12 bar boiler pressure, 430 mm 

cylinder diameter, 450 mm piston stroke, 910 mm diameter of coupled wheels and calculated 

with the formula 3.4 of Annex 3 is 

 

25,6583
91

4543
126,0

2

2

D

sd
p6,0

2

n
Z

22

gép 





  [kg] 

 

The effective power of the locomotives, computed by the rate Peff/F effective power/heating 

surface at 35 km/h speed and 204 1/min rotation of the coupled wheels, was 748 HP ( 551 kW). 

The power of the boilers could cover the steam consumption demands of the cylinders up to  

25 km/h at 146 1/min rotation of the coupled wheels, even firing with high value coal. In this 

case also the auxiliary oil firing equipment must be also taken into consideration, which was 

installed on the locomotives built before 1917, and could increase the steam generation.  
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Fig 9.5 Locomotive No. 36 of the Ózd—Borsodnádasd industrial railway of Ózd Ironworks, at 

Hódoscsépány station in the 1970s. (Photo: Sándor Malatinszky) 
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The Locomotives of the MÁV Machine Factory Type 128 

 

In 1921, the tunnel construction works under the Budim hill, which was abandoned by the Aus-

tro-Hungarian Monarchy in 1916 after that a landslip killed 200 Italian and Russian war pris-

oners, was continued by the new Serb-Croatian-Slovenian State. The construction of the Uz-

ice—Vardiste line section also started again on the 1st May 1921 but on different tracing as 

earlier. The new 35 km section, between Uzice and the foot of the mount Sargan, was finished 

on 30. January 1925, nine months later as planned. Many tunnels, supporting walls, stone and 

steel bridges were built on this section, which ran in the Valley of Djetinja River from Uzice 

up to Sargan-Vitas station at 807 m altitude. The highest slope on the section was 14 ‰. The 

next, 22.8 km long section, which led through the mount Sargan and ended at Mokra Gora 

station, defeated 400 m level difference, and was built with special tracing. The steepest gradi-

ent was 18 ‰. 22 tunnels were built and the longest was the 1666 m long Sargan tunnel at 

807 m altitude. The substructures, built by the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy in 1916, were uti-

lised on the Mokra Gora—Vardiste section. The steam locomotives, put into service earlier on 

the Bosnia-Herzegovinian and Serb 760 mm gauge networks, were inapt for the economical 

operation in passenger service on the new, more than 400 km long Beograd—Sarajevo connec-

tion, which was built with long and steep mountain sections. Therefor a new Class of locomo-

tives had to put into service. 

 

The MÁVAG Budapest works marked as Type 128 the locomotives, which met the new re-

quirements, and must had: all of the good features of the steam engines, put into service earlier 

on the networks, the speed for the passenger and express service, and the adhesion weight nec-

essary for hauling of the trains on the 14-18 ‰ gradient sections. Their power also had to in-

crease, taking into consideration the higher speed and the heavy night train service on the Beo-

grad—Sarajevo route with sleeping cars. The construction of the MÁVAG Type 96 locomo-

tives, which were also under production at that time for war compensation, was the basis for 

the design of the new locomotives. The valve gear and the cylinders were the same on the first 

version as of the Type 96, and a radial trailer axle was planned to install in a Bissell truck in 

front to ensure the requested running stability at higher speeds. The Krauss-Helmolz bogie un-

der the firebox was planned to change by a Bissel truck, which made easier also the cleaning of 

the ashpan from downside, compared to the Type 96 locomotives. The first and fourth coupled 

axles were planned to install fixed, without 25-25 mm and 30-30 mm lateral movement. Utilis-

ing the longer wheelbase and the heavier weight resulted by the increased number of wheel sets, 

The grate area was enlarged to 2.2 m2, the smallest inner diameter of boiler barrel was increased 

by 110 mm and 86 small and 20 large smoke tubes of 4600 mm length were planned to place, 

according to the demand for the higher power capacity. The boiler had 98 m2 heating and 34 m2 

super heater surface. The firebox top was inclined by 35 ‰ downwards to the fire box back and 

door plates as on the Type 96 locomotives. The axle load was increased up to 8.5 t to better 

utilise the power of the engines, and the boiler pressure to 13 bar. Nevertheless the technical 

parameters, chosen for the new locomotives, could only partly fulfil the new requirements. The 

Bissell tracks could have improved the running stability, but because of the 910 mm coupled 

wheel diameter and 450 mm piston stroke, the new steam engines would not have been else as 

stronger freight locomotives, or universal locomotives designed for high gradient tracks. 

 

The final version was the results of a compromise like the construction of the MÁVAG Type 

122, MÁV Class 424 standard gauge locomotives earlier. The 2-8-2 wheel arrangement was 

kept, and the diameter of coupled wheels was increased from 910 mm to 1020 mm and also the 

permitted speed of the locomotives was increased to 50 km/h, which was equal with the speed 

of the BHOV Class IIIc5, MÁV Machine Factory Type 100 express locomotives, built with 
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1100 mm coupled wheel diameter for the Bród—Szarajevó line. The larger diameter of the 

coupled wheels requested to increase the wheel base to 8050 mm. The boiler dimensions were 

also changed. The length of the smoke tubes was 4800 mm, 200 mm shorter compared to the 

MÁVAG Type 122, MÁV Class 424 standard gauge locomotives. The increase of the number 

and length of the flue tubes, resulted 107 m2 heating surface. The super heater surface also was 

enlarged to 42 m2, modifying significantly the ratio of the boiler and super heater surfaces. All 

of the equipment, which were invented successfully on the new MÁVAG standard gauge loco-

motives, were taken into consideration at designing the new version of the 2-8-2 steam engines. 

Petz-Rejtő system feed water cleaners were installed on the boilers. The dome, which were 

installed on the central section of the boiler arrel, had common casing with the sand box. Basket 

screen was installed in the smoke box to arrest the sparks instead of the Rihosek type chimney, 

which characterised so much the BHOV locomotives built after the turn of the century. Live 

steam injectors on the engine driver’s side and exhaust injectors on the left, fireman side, were 

installed to feed the boilers. The valve gear was Heusinger, but the stroke of the pistons was 

increased by 30 mm compared to the Type 96 locomotives and the first version. The cylinder 

diameter remained the same as of the Type 96 locomotives, but the cylinders were installed 

horizontally without 1:37 slope, despite the Type 96 locomotives and the first version. The 

driving wheels had not flange and the thick of the flanges on the wheels of the second coupled 

axle, were 10 mm. The radial movement of the first Bissel truck was 110-110 mm, and of the 

second 90-90 mm. Having increased the wheel base of the coupled wheels to 3600 mm, also 

the radius of the smallest curve, negotiable by the locomotives, had to increase to 90 m from 

70 m compared to the original version. Flange lubricating devices were installed on the trailer 

wheels. The locomotives were equipped with carriage heating valves, Hardy type vacuum 

brakes, and were put into service with Type S31, four wheeled tenders, but later they run also 

with Type S39 tenders, built for the 965 locomotives. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 10.1 Locomotive Type 128 of the MÁVAG Budapest works, built in 1930, with Type S31 

Tender. (Sándor Malatinszky) 
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Fig 10.2. Locomotive Type 128 of the MÁVAG Budapest works. 

 (Photo: MÁVAG)   
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Table 10.1 Technical data of Locomotive Type 128 of the MÁVAG Budapest works 

Class and running number: JDZ 85 001-035 

Built in: 1930 

Type: 128 

Gauge: 760 mm 

Wheel arrangement : 2-8-2 (1’D1’) 

Wheel base:   8050 mm 

Diameter of coupled wheels:   1020 mm 

Diameter of running wheels:   650 mm 

Permitted speed:  50 km/h 

Smallest track curve radius:  90 m 

Empty weight:   43,5  t 

Service weight: 49 t 

Adhesion:  34 t 

Cylinders:  

Number of cylinders: 2 

Diameter of cylinders: 430 mm 

Stroke of pistons:    480 mm 

Indicated power:  900 LE (662.4 kW) 

Tractive effort: 5430 kg (55.35 kN) 

Valve gear: Heusinger 

Boiler:  

Steam pressure:  14 bar 

Number of smoke tubes: 89/20 db 

Outer diameter of smoke tubes: 51/133 mm 

Length of smoke tubes: 4800 mm 

Heating surface of smoke tubes: 100 m2 

Super heater surface: 42 m2 

Heating surface of fire box: 7 m2 

Heating surface: 107 m2 

Grate area 2,2  m2 

Tender:  

Factory type: S316  S39 

Number of axles: 2 4 

Wheel base: 2200 mm 4350 mm 

Water tank capacity 7,5 m3 15 m3 

Coal stock: 3 t 5 t 

Service weight 16 t 34 t 

Length over buffers:  15 037 mm 18 164 
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Calculation of Power for the MÁVAG Type 128 Locomotives 

 

35 units of the 760 mm gauge, 2-8-2 locomotives of Type 128 were built in Budapest, in 1930. 

The rate of the heating surface and the grate area of the locomotives was:  

 
64,482,2/107R/F   

 

That means, because of the 50 km/h permitted speed of the locomotives firing with high value 

coals was taken into consideration. So, the indicated power of the locomotives, calculated with 

600 [kg/m2h] combustion rate, characterising the use of high value coals, evaporation rate 5, 

and 6.93 [kg/HPh] specific steam consumption of superheated simple engine:  

 

660056002,2euRQ gR   kg/h 

38,95293,6/6600c/QP ii   HP 

 

Calculating the specific steam generation from the grate load:  

  

gFQF  [kg/h] 

68,61
107

6600

F

Q
g F   kg/m2h 

 

exceeds a little bit the value 60 kg/m2h, taken into consideration at express locomotives. 

 

The tractive effort of the locomotives calculating with 34 t adhesion weight: 

 

54403400016,0Q16,0Z adhadh   kg 

 

The machining tractive effort of the locomotives: 

 

7309
102

4843
146,0

2

2

D

sd
p6,0

2

n
Z

22

gép 





  kg 

 

exceeded significantly the adhesion tractive effort. 

 

The effective power of the locomotives on the bases of the rate of the Peff/F – effective 

power/heating surface and calculated with the 260 1/min rotation of the coupled wheels at the 

50 km/h of the locomotive was: 957.65 HP. The strong tractive efforts made the locomotives 

good also for freight service, but the power of the engines could be utilised only in case of firing 

with high value coal. 
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Narrow -gauge Locomotives  built  by the MÁV  Machine  Factory  and the 

MÁVAG Budapest works1
 

 

Type Gauge 

Wheel  

arrange-

ment 

Customer MÁV Class Built in Remarks 
Total 

number 

3 790 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 

Salgótarjáni 

Kőszénbánya Rt. 
 1876, 1879  2 

4 790 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 

Petrozsény-Zsil-

völgyi v. 
 1877  1 

5 633 
0-4-0 

B-n2t 
Émok Rt.  1878  2 

8 1000 
0-6-0 

C-n2t 

Rimamurányi 

Vasgyár rt. 
 1880  1 

12 633 
0-4-0 

B-n2t 
Émok Rt.  1882  1 

16 790 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 

Salgótarjáni 

Kőszénbánya Rt. 
 1883  1 

19 790 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 

Salgótarjáni 

Kőszénbánya Rt. 
 1885  1 

20 633 
0-4-0 

B-n2t 
Émok Rt.  1885-93  3 

34 790 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 

Salgótarjáni 

Kőszénbánya Rt. 
 1891-94  7 

42 1000 
0-6-2 

C1-n2t 
MÁV 

Class XX. 

(397 sor.) 
1897  1 

47 760 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 

Segesvár--Szentágo-

tai HÉV. 
499,001. 1899  1 

481 760 
0-6-2 

C1-n2t 

Szatmár--Erdődi 

HÉV. 
396,001- 1899  2 

482 1000 
0-6-2 

C1-n2t 

Arad--Hegyaljai 

Motoros HÉV. 
395,5001 1911  2 

51 760 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 

Erdélyi Bányavasút, 

Rózsahegy--Korit-

nicai HÉV. 

 1900-1915 Klien-Lindner axles 7 

56 1000 
0-4-0 

B-n2t 

Diósgyőri Magyar 

Királyi Vas-és Acé-

lgyár  

294,5005-6 1901-03  2 

57 633 
0-4-0 

B-n2t 

Vajdahunyadi 

Vasgyár 
 1901  2 

60 700 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 
Hadügyminisztérium  1902  1 

61 760 
0-8-0 

D-n2 
Nadrági Ipavasút  1903,1911  2 

63 760 
0-6-0 

C-n2v 
B.H.O.V  1904 

Klose-system 

radial locomotives 
4 

65 633 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 

Vajdahunyadi 

Vasgyár 
 1904  2 

66 760 
2-2-2 

A1A 

AEGV 

BVGV 
 1904-08 

System De Dion et 

Bouton  
6 

67 700 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 
Hadügyminisztérium  1904 Klien-Lindner axles 2 

68 760 
0-8-0 

D-n2 
Magánvasutak  1904-13 Klien-Lindner axles 5 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 M. Kir. Államvasutak Gépgyára Mozdony és szerkocsi jellegezés, (Ganz-Archív) 
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Type Gauge 

Wheel  

arrange-

ment 

Customer MÁV Class Built in Remarks 
Total 

number 

69 760 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 
Erdélyi Erdőipari Rt.  1904 Klien-Lindner axles 1 

70 760 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 

MÁV, magánvasu-

tak 

 Class XXIc 

(490,001-) 
1905-50 Klien-Lindner axles 142 

72 760 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 

Beocsini Ce-

mentgyár 
 1906 Klien-Lindner axles 1 

75 760 
0-6-0 

C-n2t 
Magánvasutak 399 sor. 1906-14 

 

79 

 1000 
0-6-0 

C-n2t 

Arad--Hegyaljai 

HÉV. 
 1907 2 

 600 
0-6-0 

C-n2t 
Magánvasutak  1909 1 

78 760 
0-6-0 

C-n2t 
Magánvasutak 399,101-102 1908-14  20 

79 600 
0-6-0 

C-n2t 
Magánvasutak  1908 

 

2 

 700 
0-6-0 

C-n2t 
  1910 1 

 760 
0-6-0 

C-n2t 
Magánvasutak  1908-25 7 

81 1000 
0-8-0 

D-n2 

Szlavóniai 

Drávavidéki HÉV 
 1908  2 

82 760 
0-8-2 

D1-n2v 
B.H.O.V.  1908  5 

83 700 
0-8-2 

D-n2v 
Hadügyminisztérium  1908  8 

85 760 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 
Magánvasutak 

Class XXIe 

(492,001-) 
1908-49 Klien-Lindner axles 90 

86 760 
0-6-0 

C-n2t 
Magánvasutak  1909-16 

 

17 

 600 
0-6-0 

C-n2t 
Magánvasutak  1914 1 

94 760 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 
Magánvasutak  1910-48 Klien-Lindner axles 29 

96 760 
0-8-2 

D1-h2 
B.H.O.V.  1914-48 

 

62 

 1000 
0-8-2 

D1-h2 

OKÜ,  

Diósgyőri Vasgyár 
485,5001- 1948 4 

98 1000 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 

 Magyar Királyi 

Vas-és Acélgyár 

Diósgyőr 

 1912  2 

99 760 
0-6-0 

C-n2t 
Magánvasutak  1911-41  16 

100 760 
2-6-2 

1C1-h2 
B.H.O.V.  1911, 1913  8 

106 760 
0-6-0 

C-n2t 
Magánvasutak 394 sor. 1914-49 Wood fired 40 

107 760 
0-6-0 

C-n2t 
Magánvasutak 393 sor. 1914-24  25 

112 1000 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 

 Magyar Királyi 

Vas-és Acélgyár 

Diósgyőr 

495,5001- 1915, 1920  6 

121 600 
0-6-0 

C-n2t 

MÁV 

Hadügyminisztérium 
394,027 1917-18  25 

123 760 
0-6-0 

C-n2t 
-   Draft - 
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Type Gauge 

Wheel  

arrange-

ment 

Customer MÁV Class Built in Remarks 
Total 

number 

127 760 
0-8-0 

D-n2t 

Kecskeméti Gaz-

dasági Vasút 
 1928  1 

128 760 
2-8-2 

1D1-h2 
S.H.S  1930-31  35 

135 750 
0-8-0 

D-h2 
Szovjet Kv4 

496,075-078, 

082 
1950-54  240 

137 1000 
2-6-2 

1C1-h2 
Indiai Vasutak  1957  40 

      
Sum 969 
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Annex 12 
 

The Most Powerful Steam Locomotives Built for the 750, 760 és 762 mm 

Gauge lines

 

 

According to the World railways’ statistics, made in the 1970s, 64.36

 

% of the total network 

was standard gauge, 18

 

% was the ratio of the broad, and 17.64

 

% of the narrow-gauge

 

lines. The 1067

 

mm and the metre gauge lines composed the largest narrow-gauge

 

networks 

with the ratios of 7.65

 

%, and 7.47

 

%. A little bit less than 1

 

% was the ratio of the 750, 760 

and 762

 

mm gauge networks, and 0.68

 

% of the 914

 

mm gauge lines, nearly

 

the same as of the 

760 and 762

 

mm gauge railways together. The rest, 0.32

 

% was the ratio of the 597, 600

 

mm 

gauge lines. Analysing the number of the steam engines built by the MÁV Machine Factory 

and the MÁVAG Budapest works the 69.38

 

% and 17.84

 

%-ratios of the standard and 

broad gauge locomotives was nearly the same, as of the distribution of the networks. The 

8.04

 

% ratio of the 760

 

mm gauge locomotives is very high and together with the 750

 

mm gauge 

locomotives it exceeds 11.21

 

%. These values, which alter significantly from the World average 

provide the evidences for the importance of the 750-760

 

mm gauge lines in the region, and for 

the influence of the German Railway Association, which offered also the use of the 750

 

mm 

gauge railways besides the metre gauge lines even in the middle of the XIX century, and also 

for the success of the engineers of the Monarchy, who adapted the 760

 

mm gauge for the na-

tional railway service. Germany, later the Soviet union and on its example the People’s Repub-

lic of China built large 750

 

mm local and industrial networks besides the countries of the Mon-

archy, but none of them was national.

 

 

The railway builders discovered soon the advantages of the 2

 

Feet

 

6

 

Inches (762

 

mm) gauge 

lines when constructing the mountain railways. In 1873 began the construction works on the 

network of the Ferrocarril de Antofagasta a Bolivia (FCAB) Company on the South American 

Continent. The Company’s main line led from the Chilean port Antofagosta to the city of Oruro 

-

 

the centre of the Bolivian silver mining -

 

through the nearly 4000

 

m high plateau of the Andes 

Mountains.1
 

The largest extension of the 762

 

mm gauge network was 1537

 

km, and the highest 

point of it was at 4815

 

m altitude on a siding. It was the highest mountain railway, when con-

structing. In 1889 the Estrada de Ferro Oeste de Minas Brasília Co. started to build its 762

 

mm 

gauge lines on the South-east region of Brasilia. The network soon reached its largest extension 

of 775

 

km. The 762

 

mm gauge Kalka-Shimla Railway, which was opened in 1903 in India, was 

only 96.5

 

km long. Its heavy traffic, the 1350

 

m level difference between the starting 

 

and end points, and the important role that played in the Indian railway network earlier, ranked 

the railway among the most important. The line connected the summer capital of British India 

to the Indian national network.2
 

 

The railway traffic on the high gradient tracks, especially on the mountain sections built with 

long slopes, requested powerful locomotives. The loading gauge, the structure of the railway 

tracks, and the load capacity of the bridges together determined the maximum realizable power 

of the steam engines. The realization of

 

the effective power, meeting the traction demands, 

requested special solutions when constructing the most powerful locomotives.

 

 

 
  

                                                           
1 The Oruro—La Paz line, put into service in 1913, was already built with metre gauge. The company converted 

also the Antofagosta—Oruro line to metre gauge by the end of the 1920s, establishing a direct contact between the 

Argentinean metre gauge network and the Chilean sea ports.  
2 Source: Donald Binns: Kitson Meyer Articulated Locomotives, Trackside Publications, 2003 
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Table 12.1 The most powerful 760 mm gauge steam locomotives of the JZ 

Class JZ 185 JZ 191 JZ 73 JZ 83 JZ 85 JZ 91 JZ 92 JZ 93 

Manufacturer 

Kraus-

Linz/ 

MÁV Ma-
chine Fac-

tory 

Kraus-

Linz 

Kraus-Linz/  

MÁV Ma-
chine Factory 

Kraus-Linz/  

MÁV Machine 
Factory 

1 
MÁVAG 

Budapest/ Sla-
vonski Brod 

Borsig 
Henschel 

und Sohn 
ALCO 

Type of MÁV Ma-

chine Factory and 

MÁVAG) 
63  - 100 82 96 128 -  -  -  

Built in 
1898-

1904 
1893 1907-1913 1903-1908 

1909-

1950 
1930, 1940 1913 1917 1915 

Total number 23 1 23 29 127 45 34 49 9 

Wheel arrange-

ment 

0-6-0 

C 

0-10 2 

E1' 

2-6-2 

1'C1' 

0-8-2 

D1' 

2-8-2 

1'D1' 

2-6-6-0 

(1C)C 

2-6-6-0 

(1C)C 

2-6-6-2 

(1C)C1' 

Engine 
com-

pound 
simple 

superheated 

simple 
compound 

super-

heated 

simple 

superheated 

simple 

com-

pound 

com-

pound 

com-

pound 

Grate area [m2] 1,33 1,7 1,5 1,7 1,7 2,2 2,1 3,0 2,8 

Indicated power  

[HP] 
415,63 613,28 629,37 744,53 713,29 952,38 656,25 1285,71 1200,00 

Heating surface 

[m2] 
81,5 113 71 112 88 107,00 99 100 114 

Adhesion weight  
[t] 

24 37 22 32 32 34 47 48 48 

Number of cyl-

inders 
2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 

Diameter of cyl-

inders [cm] 

34 39 37 37 43 43 33 36 33,5 

52 - - 55 - - 52 56 52 

Stroke of pis-

tons [cm] 
45 45 42 45 45 48 40 40 49 

Diameter of 

coupled wheels 

[cm] 

90 90 108 91 91 102 80 80 91 

Adhesion trac-

tive effort [kg] 
3840,00 5920,00 3520,00 5120,00 5120,00 5440,00 7520,00 7680,00 7680,00 

Machining trac-

tive effort [kg] 
4508,40 6388,20 3833,20 6092,80 6583,25 6786,92 8494,20 

10886,4

0 

10152,0

5 

Boiler pressure 

[bar] 
13 14 12 15 12 13 13 14 14 

Permitted speed 

[km/h] 
30 30 50 35 35 50 30 30 30 

Effective power 

[HP]2 
489 565 624,8 705,6 748 957.65 707,85 715 798 

Remarks: 
1 Kraus-Linz, MÁV machine Factory, MÁVAG-Budapest, Jung-Jungenthal, Djuro Djakovic-Slavonski Brod  
2 The demand for the effective power at veng. 

The red figures highlight the best features of the categories 

 

The Most Powerful Steam Engines of the Formal Yugoslavian 760 mm Gauge Network. 

The development of the locomotives built for the BHOV Bosnia-Herzegovinian 760 mm gauge 

network was coherent in the locomotive factories of the Monarchy, according to the increasing 

traffic demands from the second half of the 1880s. The construction of the locomotives with 

higher performance became very important after the turn of the century, when having crossed 

the Dalmatian border the new lines reached the Adriatic Sea providing new connection to the 

sea ports for the Hungarian foreign trade. Five new types of high power steam engines were put 

into service built for passenger and freight service between 1893 and 1920, including the com-

pound, but excluding 760 mm gauge rack locomotives. The Type 128, JZ Class 85 locomotives, 
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designed in Budapest to meet the demands of the new Beograd Sarajevo connection, exceeded 

these steam engines from several aspects.  

 

Serbia turned into the seat of war after the brake of WWI. Most of its territory was occupied by 

German troops. The Serbian narrow-gauge railways became very important in the military 

transportation on both sides. New 760 mm gauge Mallet system locomotives were put into ser-

vice, built by the German and American locomotive factories for the heavy military service. 

 

The Most Powerful 762 mm Gauge Locomotives of the FCAB. 

The FCAB Company, which ran also dining and sleeping cars in passenger service, transported 

the nitre exploited in the Atacama Desert of Chile, and copper ore, originated from the mines 

of the Andes Mountains, to the port of Antofagosta. As the Company became an English prop-

erty after the turn of the century, the freight traffic increased so significantly, that a new port 

had to build near Anofagosta, in 1906. The Andes Mountains ensured the water supply for the 

city of Antofagosta, and for the steam locomotives, which were operated on the line running 

through the driest region of the World. The Company put into service new high power steam 

engines built by the English locomotive factories. Among them were one 2-6-6-4, and one 2-6-

6-2 system Kitson-Meyers, the No. 37 of them was the heaviest steam locomotive ever built for 

the 750-762 mm gauge lines. Their maintenance costs were higher than of the locomotives, 

which were built by American manufacturers and put into service earlier, but they run with 

better steam generation capacity and steam consumption. The FCAB did not converted to metre 

gauge the heaviest No. 36 and 37 locomotives, when it was invented on the network.  
 

Fig. 12.1 The system Kitson-Meyer locomotive of the FCAB No. 36. (1908)3 
 

                                                           
3 Source: Donald Binns: Kitson Meyer Articulated Locomotives, Trackside Publications, 2003 
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Fig. 12.2 The system Kitson-Meyer locomotive of the FCAB No. 37. (1912)4 

 

Annex 12 

 
Table 12.2 Technical data of the 762 mm gauge steam engines FCAB No. 36 and 37 

Running number FCAB 36 FCAB 37 

Builder Kitson & Co. Kitson & Co. 

Built in 1908 1912 

Number of built 1 1 

Wheel arrangement 
2-6-6-4 

(1C)(C2) 

2-6-6-2  

(1C)(C1) 

Grate area R [m2] 2,323 2,79 

Indicated power Pi  [HP] 633,55 760,91 1369,641 

Heating surface F [m2] 107,49 166,48 

Adhesion weight Qt [t] 60 71 

Engine saturated steam, simple saturated steam, simple 

Number of cylinders 4 4 

Diameter of cylinders [cm] 35,56 35,56 

Piston stroke [cm] 45,72 45,72 

Wheel diameter [cm] 95,25 95,25 

Adhesion tractive effort Za [kg] 9600,00 11360,00 

Machining tractive effort Zg [kg] 9221,04 9221,04 

Boiler pressure p [bar] 12,66 12,66 

Permitted speed veng [km/h] 40 40 

Effective power2 Pe [HP] 564,32 874,02 

Service weight Q [t] 85 89,11 

Remarks 
1 Calculated for oil firing 
2 The demand for the effective power at veng.. 

 

                                                           
4 Source: Donald Binns: Kitson Meyer Articulated Locomotives, Trackside Publications, 2003 
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The adhesion weight of the heavy, FCAB system Kitson-Meyer locomotives made possible the 

utilisation of the machining tractive effort even when starting the trains. This was very im-

portant in servicing the very steep line section of the Andes Mountains. It means practically, 

that the locomotives could haul trains of 3051 t load at ten mph (16 km/h) speed, compared to 

the 1875 t of the 2-8-2 locomotives MÁVAG Type 128 at ten km/h. 

 

In 1928, the Kitson & Co. in England built two system Kitson-Meyer steam engines for the 

762 mm gauge Kalka-Shimla Railway. Only the length over the buffers of the new 2-6-2-2-6-

2 locomotives of No. 180-181 exceeded the parameters of the heaviest types built earlier for 

the FCAB, but they were equipped with super heaters, meeting the requirements of the age, and 

operated with much better steam consumption. 

 

The most powerful 750 mm gauge steam locomotives of the DB. 

Only Saxony operated considerable networks of 750 mm gauge railways besides the Austro-

Hungarian Monarchy on the Continent. In 1879, the Saxon Parliament passed an Act for the 

construction of the railways as narrow-gauge, which were planned to build in the mountain 

regions for low traffic density. In 1920, 520 km, 17 % of the railway network of Saxony was 

750 mm gauge, and the most part of it consisted of separated junction lines. The increasing 

transportation demands, the train operation on the 33-36 ‰ gradient slopes of the lines running 

in the Harz and Zittau Mountains, and the “Rollwagen” transportation as well, which was in-

vented by the Saxon State Railways generally in the narrow-gauge freight traffic from 19015, 

requested more powerful steam engines. System Fairlie and system Klose locomotives, well 

tried on the Bród—Szarajevó line, were put into service even in the second half of the 1880s, 

but the real solution was the procurement of nearly 100 system Meyer locomotives, between 

1897 and 1921. The Saxon State Railways put into service 15 units of 0-10-0 former military 

railway locomotives on the Company’s narrow-gauge lines, in 1919. Having taken over the 

operation of the railway networks also in Saxony, the Deutsche Reichsbahn-Gesellschaft 

(DRG), put into service further 43 units of the same type, between 1923 and 1927. The DRG 

procured 32, new, 2-10-2, “standard” steam engines with No. 99 731-762 to the narrow-gauge 

lines of Saxony between 1928 and 1933. The locomotives were designed and constructed ac-

cording to the most modern principles of the age applied in case of main line steam engines. 

The locomotives of the last high power 750 mm gauge Class No. DR 99 771-791 were built 

and put into service between 1952 and 1956. The boilers of the locomotives were constructed 

with a grate are for brown coal firing. 
 

 

Fig. 12.3 The most powerful 750 mm gauge locomotive of the DR No. 99 771-791. (1952) 
 

                                                           
5 The „Rollwagen” is a special vehicle built for the transportation of standard gauge freight wagons on the narrow 

gauge lines. It makes unnecessary the reload of the wagons at the transfer stations. The conditions for the use of it 

are the standard loading gauge and the load capacity of the tracks proper for the transportation of large and heavy 

freight. 
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Table 12.3 Technical data of the of the most powerful 750 mm gauge locomo-

tives of the DR 

Running number DR 99 731-762 DR 99 771-794 

Builder Hartmann 

Chemnitz, 
Berliner 

Maschinenbau AG 

Wildau 

LKM 

Babelsberg 

Built in 1928-33 1952-56 

Number of built 32 24 

Wheel arrangement 1'E 1' 1'E 1' 

Grate area R [m2] 1,74 2,57 

Indicated power1 Pi  [HP] 753,25 1112,55 

Heating surface F [m2] 80,30 76,10 

Adhesion weight Qt [t] 40,5 41,5 

Engine saturated steam, simple saturated steam, simple 

Number of cylinders 2 2 

Diameter of cylinders [cm] 45 45 

Piston stroke [cm] 40 40 

Diameter of wheels [cm] 80 80 

Adhesion tractive effort Za [kg] 6480,00 6640,00 

machining tractive effort Zg [kg] 8505,00 8505,00 

Boiler pressure [bar] 14 14 

Permitted speed veng [km/h] 30 30 

Service weight Q [t] 56,70 58 

effective power2 Pe [HP] 574,145 544,115 

Remarks 
1 Calculated from the grate load with coal of 5000 Cal calorific value 
2 The demand for the effective power at veng.. 
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